PA I N T E R LY
The newest watches in
our Gallery of Time Art

S E T T I N G T H E TO N E
The “Gübelin Gemstone
Rating” offers orientation

POETIC
An ode to dancing dunes
in northern Brazil

E D I T O R I A L DEEPLY INSPIRED

more beautiful and enriching. Does
that mean that they too are works of
art? When I look at Gübelin’s portfolio, the answer is clear. The jewels
from our atelier, as well as the
marvellous timepieces from our
partner manufactures, embody such
a plethora of ideas and inspirations,
and express such tremendous creativity on the part of their creators,
that it would be more than appropriate to assign them to the sublime
realm of art.
We at Gübelin can therefore consider ourselves very fortunate that art
encounters and accompanies us
every day. We would therefore like
to take you on a short journey
through this beautiful world in the
newest issue of our magazine
“Deeply Inspired”. You can look
forward to selected facets and a few
new perspectives on art.

Dear Reader,

The inner world of this rare padparadscha sapphire from Sri Lanka reveals fascinating shapes,
reminiscent of a bird spreading its elegant wings in the morning sun. Discover more about the exceptional
“ Blushing Wing ” cocktail ring and its inspiration at gubelin.com /aurora.
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Gübelin – a Swiss, family-owned firm since 1854

C ove r p h o to : A t t i l a H a r t w i g

D E E P LY I N S P I R E D

F o to s : X X X

“We may not need
art to survive, but
we surely need it in
order to live fulfilled
and fulfilling lives.”

What would our life be without art?
It would certainly feel very empty.
Imagine if there were no music, no
painting, no theatre and no literature. What kind of world would that
be? Art enriches us, challenges us,
entertains us, touches us and inspires
us. Detached from the facts and
figures that often determine our
everyday lives, art creates its own
level of expression and perception,
which brings us new insights and
makes us into complete human
beings. We may not need art to survive, but we surely need it in order to
live fulfilled and fulfilling lives.
Even jewellery or wristwatches are
not absolutely essential to life. But
they surely make life immensely

We have invited the muse, who so
often remains invisible, into the
limelight for our photo shooting,
which presents the latest creations
from Gübelin Jewellery to you. We
visited a small manufactory that develops its own pigments for artists
and restorers, and also revives old
and formerly lost colours. We show
you tiny works of art inside watches
and explain how they are made. We
introduce you to a musical jewel
from our hometown of Lucerne. We
take you along on a cultural foray
through Lugano. And, of course, our
magazine once again shows you
unique works of art that were created in our jewellery atelier.
Let yourself be entertained, enriched
and inspired – by art and by this
magazine.
Yours truly,

Raphael Gübelin
President
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DEEPLY INSPIRED C O N T E N T S

RUBRIK

58

T I M E TO R E AC H YO U R S TA R

26
12

24

THE SWING OF BRASIL

LI N E S O F M O D E R N IT Y

ART I N S I D E

The “Dancing Dunes” necklace is
a poetic ode to a spectacular dune
landscape in Brazil

The Art Deco style was born
100 years ago and it is still in
vogue today

Five timepieces with artfully
decorated and finished movements

16

26

ART I N TH E ATE LI E R

TH E M U S E

Learn how the “Dancing Dunes”
necklace was meticulously created

Mostly she remains hidden, but we
invited the muse to play the leading
role in our jewellery shooting

20
MAS TE R PI EC E S
Brand new from the Gübelin
Jewellery atelier: chandelier earrings
and unique cocktail rings
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48

42
HISTORY OF AN ICON
How the Serpenti became a symbol
and synonym for Bvlgari

52
COLOURFUL ELECTRO -BEAT
A real feat: Chanel has put all its
watch collections under a colourful
theme this year

58
PLAY OF LIGHT
Guilloche creates fascinating reflections on dials. Only a few craftspeople
have mastered this demanding art

Z E N I T H - W AT C H E S . C O M

F o to s : X X X

12

P h o to s : S te p h a n G l a t h e ( 1 ) , B v l g a r i ( 1 ) , Pa te k P h i l i p p e ( 1 )

42

CHRONOMASTER
SPORT
T H E F U T U R E O F S W I S S WATC H M A K I N G S I N C E 18 6 5
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DEEPLY INSPIRED C O N T E N T S

RUBRIK

SeaQ
Dive into the Original
76

62

96

TH E ART O F TI M E

M U S I C AL J E WE L

TO TH E P O I NT

Watches as works of art: our
Gallery of Time Art presents
an inspiring selection

With a new chief conductor, a new
programme and a new orchestra
house, the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester
is on its way toward becoming one
of the world’s finest ensembles

Quality expressed in a simple number:
with the “Gemstone Rating”,
Gübelin offers clearer orientation
and greater comparability when
buying coloured gemstones

88

109

72
MY LI FE , MY S T YLE
Justin Leone, the “rock star” among
sommeliers, shows us what inspires
and influences him

76
ART MAG N E T
Lugano is a hotspot for art: join us
on a stroll through the city in Ticino
08

84

ALCH E MISTS OF COLOU RS

VI RT UAL I N S PI R ATI O N

A family business from Allgäu is
dedicated to finding and inventing
colours – according to historical
formulas and its own recipes

Gübelin’s innovative “Virtual Salon”
invites guests to receive in-depth
advice in video meetings

F o to s : X X X

72

88

P h o to s : D a v i d e S ta l l o n e ( 1 ) , A t t i l a H a r t w i g ( 1 ) , M a r k u s B u r ke ( 1 ) , M i ke K r u e g e r ( 1 )

62
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P h o to : La i f/ M a rco S i m o n i /ro b e r t h a rd i n g

When the rain falls, this desert
comes alive. Shimmering
blue-green lagoons appear and
disappear, and the white sand
dunes perform a fascinating
dance of the elements.
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I N S P I R AT I O N

INSIDE JEWELLERY

BRAZILIAN
V E RV E
The “Dancing Dunes” necklace is a poetic ode to a spectacular dune landscape in northern Brazil. This
piece of jewellery also provides proof of the unique interplay of expertise and transparency, ethics and
aesthetics, craftsmanship and science that come together in the inimitable creations of Gübelin Jewellery.

This Brazilian emerald (4.11 ct) provided the inspiration for the necklace and is also its central gemstone.

Known as jardin, the structures
inside this Brazilian emerald reminded
the designers at Gübelin Jewellery of a
fascinating dune landscape in Brazil.

12

Impenetrable jungle, the mighty Amazon, colourful joie de vivre at carnival time, Oscar Niemeyer’s visionary
architecture or even tricky moves on
the football pitch: Brazil evokes
many associations, but a desert
probably is not among them. Yet a
desert does indeed exist in Brazil: elevated to the status of a national
park in 1981, the “Lençóis Maranhenses” is a landscape of dunes covering 1,550 square kilometres in the
northern part of the South American
country. The “bed sheets of Maranhão” – as the Brazilians have so aptly named the sandy terrain that has
been impressively shaped by wind
and water – begins along the Atlan-

tic coastline and extends up to forty
kilometres inland.
The Lençóis Maranhenses are
not a typical inhospitable desert: this
region sometimes experiences heavy
rainfall, which forms glistening bodies of water that meander through
the dune landscape, which responds
by turning vivid green. Shimmering
blue-green lagoons nestle among the
gently curving and undulating sand
formations. The flowing structures
in the sand seem to dance. The play
of the elements changes the landscape with every passing day: lagoons come and go, and the dunes
wander across the Lençóis Maranhenses.

The designers at Gübelin Jewellery
were reminded of this unique dune
formation when they peered through
a microscope and gazed deep inside
a Brazilian emerald, where they discovered curved dune-like structures.
These patterns were created over the
course of millions of years and are as
unique as a fingerprint. They give
each gemstone its one-of-a-kind personality and, in the case of emeralds,
are poetically called “jardin”, i.e.,
the French word for “garden”.
The shapes and colours that the
designers found inside this particular
emerald inspired them to create a
haute joaillerie necklace with the
melodious name “Dancing Dunes”.
13

INSIDE JEWELLERY I N S P I R AT I O N

The haute joaillerie “Dancing Dunes”
necklace: emeralds in various shapes
and cuts sparkle among curving
components set with brilliant-cut
diamonds to conjure the sweeping
curvatures of the dune landscape.

The gently curving dunes of the Lençóis Maranhenses
in northern Brazil were the unmistakable
inspiration for the “Dancing Dunes” necklace created
by the designers at Gübelin Jewellery.

Following their inspiration, they designed curved elements studded with
brilliant-cut diamonds that resemble
both the inner structures of the emerald and the shapes of the dunes in
the Lençóis Maranhenses.
The centre of the necklace is
reserved for the sparkling pear-shape
Brazilian emerald (4.11 ct) that provided the inspiration for this necklace. A wreath of diamonds surrounds the emerald, above which
Gübelin Jewellery’s iconic ruby
seems to float. Additional glittering
emeralds link the two rows of diamonds that comprise this necklace,
which tapers like dunes receding towards the horizon. The necklace is
set with emerald cabochons, step-cut
emeralds and round, faceted emeralds. This amazing variety imbues
14

the piece with extraordinary liveliness. Emeralds are traditionally associated with the power of nature,
regeneration and fertility.
T R A N S PA R E N T , A S S U R E D
P ROV E NA N C E

Notwithstanding their visual diversity, all of the emeralds in this necklace share one thing in common:
they all come from the same mine.
The pear-shape central stone is also
marked with the “Emerald Paternity
Test”. For this test, DNA-based nanolabels are inserted into the emerald crystal at the mine. These infinitesimal labels contain information
about the exact mine and the date
when the gem was found and
brought to light. An independent expert carried out the Emerald Paterni-

ty Test on site at the mine. Invisible
to optical microscopes, the nanolabels are removable and can be decoded by special devices.
In the case of “Dancing Dunes”,
it can be determined with certainty
that the pear-shape central stone
comes from the Belmont mine in
Itabira, Minas Gerais, Brazil. In the
past, specialised laboratories have
sometimes been able to determine
the geographical origin of a gem on
the basis of characteristic structures
inside the stone. Thanks to the nanolabel, the Emerald Paternity Test
now makes it possible to trace a gem
back to the individual mine from
which it came.
This test is part of “Provenance
Proof”, an innovative initiative
launched by the House of Gübelin.

Provenance Proof develops various
technologies with the goal of bringing transparency to every step in a
gemstone’s value chain. Gübelin is a
pioneer and a global leader in this
specialized field. Provenance Proof is
all the more relevant today because
customers increasingly want to
know exactly where their gemstones
and precious metals came from and
under what conditions they were
mined and extracted.
Gübelin Jewellery’s commitment
to ethics and transparency is not limited to emeralds. All the diamonds in
the “Dancing Dunes” necklace, as
well as the precious metals used in
this piece, come from sustainable
sources that have been certified by the
Responsible Jewellery Council (RJC).
The ruby that adorns every piece of

jewellery from Gübelin Jewellery
and stands for the brand’s “Deeply
Inspired” philosophy was mined in
Greenland this time and can be traced
back to its RJC-certified mine.
The “Dancing Dunes” necklace
is also listed in the “Provenance
Proof Blockchain”. As in a digital
logbook, all activities along the value chain are securely recorded and
stored in the blockchain. This haute
joaillerie necklace thus demonstrates
not only the high level of craftsmanship practised in Gübelin Jewellery’s
atelier, but also the strong commitment of the House of Gübelin to
transparent and ethical gemstone
trading. The “Dancing Dunes” necklace thus brilliantly combines profound inspiration, impeccable ethics
and sophisticated aesthetics.

90.1 GÜBELIN POINTS
FOR THE EMERALD
The Gübelin Gem Lab comprehensively analysed the central stone
of the “Dancing Dunes” necklace.
This

Brazilian

emerald,

which

weighs 4.11 carats, was also evaluated

by

means

of

the

new

“Gübelin Gemstone Rating” (see
also the article on p. 96). This new
service summarizes the quality,
rarity and saliency of a coloured
gemstone in a comprehensible yet
comprehensive point system. The
Gübelin Points help to increase the
objectivity of purchasing decisions,
while

simultaneously

confidence

and

fostering

security.

The

experts rated this emerald with
90.1 Gübelin Points.
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INSIDE JEWELLERY AT E L I E R

FACETS OF
CRAFTSMANSHIP
All the facets of Gübelin’s gemstone expertise are inimitably
combined in the elegant “Dancing Dunes” necklace. Learn how
we created this unique piece.

Before we begin the explanation, we would like to mention
a few figures to highlight the magnitude of the tasks involved in its creation. “Dancing Dunes” is set with 75 Brazilian emeralds with a total weight of 21.18 carats and
brilliant-cut diamonds weighing 6.98 carats. The necklace
contains 460 precious stones, each meticulously and precisely set by hand. The experienced goldsmiths, gemstone
setters and polishers in the Gübelin Jewellery atelier devoted over 500 hours to transform the designers’ profound
inspiration into an impressive piece of jewellery, the likes of
which can be made by very few experts in the world today.
The path to this point is equally impressive: here we show
you five milestones in the creation of “Dancing Dunes”.
16

1 – T H E D R AW I N G
COMES TO LIFE

2 – THE GEMSTONES FIND THEIR
PL AC E S

The goldsmiths’ work begins after approval of the design

The shape and size of each gemstone is unique, so every

sketch. Among other details, this drawing specifies how the

setting must be specially manufactured and adapted to

necklace’s undulating links are to be shaped, how they are to

suit each individual emerald and brilliant-cut diamond,

be set with diamonds and how the emeralds are to be placed.

thus assuring that every gem can be set securely and

Of course, one of the most important elements is the central

permanently. In close cooperation between the gem-

Brazilian emerald (4.11 carats) that inspired this piece of jewel-

stone setter and the goldsmith, the gemstones are pre-

lery. Based on the drawing, a computer is used to design the

cisely planned and recorded on a plan. Only through

necklace. This enables our experts to coordinate individual

detailed documentation can the gems be reassigned to

elements. Now a model of the necklace is printed with a 3D

their correct settings after each step in the work.

printer to check the size and feel of the piece. Computer templates are also used to cast the golden links and settings with
tolerances in the micrometre range. Nonetheless, a large share
of the production still involves irreplaceable handcraftsmanship.
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INSIDE JEWELLERY AT E L I E R

4 – T H E W AV E S B E G I N
T O S PA R K L E
Nearly 400 brilliant-cut diamonds lend a
magical sparkle to this necklace’s wavy
links. The setter embeds one diamond after another into the precious metal, thus
breathing life into the glittering waves.

3 – THE EMERALD
RECEIVES
ITS SETTING
The goldsmith meticulously adjusts the setting for the large
central stone to ensure that it
perfectly conforms to the shape
of the emerald. The artisan
manually shapes and works the
gold wire into a slightly conical
shape that perfectly fits the
stone.

5 – TH E N EC KL AC E I S G IVE N ITS FI NAL FIT
The goldsmith repeatedly checks the fit of the necklace by placing it on various
busts. Do the individual links fit together well? Does the necklace’s length match
its design? Is the weight of all elements and gemstones balanced on both sides
so the necklace forms a delicate and beautifully symmetrical curve? By optimizing each of these factors, the goldsmith ensures that “Dancing Dunes” will
fit perfectly around the neck of its future wearer.
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U N I Q U E INSIDE JEWELLERY

U NIQU E
M AST ER PIECES
Unique pieces of jewellery, each embodying the “Deeply Inspired” philosophy and demonstrating
the high level of craftsmanship practiced by our designers and goldsmiths, are created from special
gemstones in the Gübelin Jewellery atelier. Here we present three of our latest creations.

C O C K TA I L R I N G
CASCADING SPRINGS

Heraclitus was right: “everything flows” in this platinum cocktail

Rosa de Cabal, which is located at an altitude of 1,700 metres

Growing to a height of as much as 60 metres, the Quindio wax

genesis of the gem and are as unique and individual as a finger-

ring, which is a veritable sculpture on its wearer’s finger. The ring’s

above sea level.

palm is the world’s tallest palm tree. It does not grow at the

print. The earrings with elegant chandelier elements allude to the

impressive band is inspired by the cascade of a waterfall. Two

Four pear-shape gemstones were chosen as a reference to

seaside, but high in the Andes at altitudes between 1,800 and

slender shape of the wax palm and the lush green palm fronds

pear-shape emeralds are set into each side of the ring and

these waterfalls. The two emerald droplets weigh a combined

3,000 metres. It was discovered by Alexander von Humboldt in

that grow high up on the tree. The earrings’ fronds are made of

surrounded by a river of diamonds. The diamonds are specially

total 2.95 ct and are set toward the side, where each gem is

1801 and declared Colombia’s national tree in 1985. The emerald,

white gold and set with two Colombian step-cut emeralds, one

cut to perfectly fit the ring and create a brilliant play of light that

accompanied by a ruby, signifying the pieces’ provenance from

on the other hand, is the unofficial “national gemstone” of this

weighing 4.97 ct and the other tipping the scales at 5.39 ct. A

recalls the countless droplets sprayed by a plunging waterfall.

Gübelin Jewellery. Two pear-shape diamonds weighing a com-

South American country, where the most important discovery

multifaceted mix of diamonds in various cuts and shapes (more

bined total of 1.03 carats adorn the two opposite sides, where

sites of this light to dark green coloured gemstone are located.

than 7 ct in total) adorns the two chandelier elements. The

ct

they are surrounded by diamonds in a sophisticated mix of cuts.

Specimens from Colombia are particularly sought after by gem-

32 diamond marquises are reminiscent of graceful palm fronds.

(86.9 Gübelin points). Its interior inspired the designers at Gübelin

The intricately set ensemble of flowing diamonds continues the

stone collectors and connoisseurs.

The combination of brilliant-cut and step-cut diamonds endows

Jewellery to create this piece. Under the microscope, they discov-

organic style of the sparkling waterfalls and, thanks to the mix of

ered structures inside the emerald that resembled a waterfall.

cuts, reflects the cascade’s inspiration in a multifaceted fashion.

The focus is reserved for the principal gemstone, a
cushion-shape
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CHANDELIER EARRINGS
T H E PA L M

emerald

from

Colombia

weighing

8.68

The designers at Gübelin Jewellery now unite the gemstone
and the tree in the new, one-of-a-kind “The Palm” chandelier ear-

these earrings with sparkling reflections that resemble sunlight
shining through the lush green of the palm tree’s foliage.

This led them to “Santa Rosa de Cabal Hot Springs” in Colombia,

Each of the more than 240 gemstones for this ring was

rings. Peering inside a 4.97-carat Colombian emerald, they discov-

In the best tradition of haute joaillerie, “The Palm” offers two

the stone’s country of origin, which inspired them to design

carefully set by hand. Talented goldsmiths, gemstone setters and

ered structures that reminded them of a wax palm. The plant-like

wearing options thanks its the detachable chandelier element: as

the ring. Surrounded by lush green vegetation, warm thermal

polishers spent over 350 hours crafting this opulent cocktail ring

forms inside the gem, which are visible only when the stone is

classically elegant emerald earclips or more festively as chande-

springs and cascading waterfalls pour into the jungle at Santa

at Gübelin Jewellery’s in-house atelier in Lucerne.

greatly magnified under a microscope, reveal insights about the

lier earrings set with sparkling diamonds.
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C O C K TA I L R I N G
S P L E N D I D F E AT H E R

Elegant feather-like lines and patterns discovered deep inside a

modern and fresh. Padparadscha sapphires are extremely rare

padparadscha sapphire from Sri Lanka inspired the designers at

and therefore particularly valuable. They are the only variety of

Gübelin Jewellery to create the “Splendid Feather” line. The new

sapphire that has its own name. Sapphires can occur in all col-

cocktail ring is the latest addition to this line, which focuses on

ours of the rainbow, but only pink-orange sapphires – and

the padparadscha sapphire. This particular gemstone is from Sri

among them only the ones with precisely defined proportions of

Lanka and weighs 3.03 ct. The oval stone is embedded in vari-

the two colours – earn the right to bear the name “padparad-

ously cut pastel-coloured

of

scha”. Their characteristic colouring, which recalls the sky at

5.13 ct. The arrangement is surrounded by organically curved

dawn, simultaneously imbues the jewellery with harmony and

feathery components set with fine brilliant-cut diamond pavé

dynamism, thus creating an incomparable mood that this cocktail

weighing a total of 1.20 ct. Similar diamond pavé could already

ring captures and preserves all day and all night long. Together

be admired in the necklace and bangle from the same line.

with the pastel-coloured sapphires and the brilliant-cut diamonds,

sapphires weighing

a

total

For the first time, a combination of white and red gold is
now used in this cocktail ring, which makes the piece look very
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the padparadscha sapphire on this ring sparks a beguiling and
unique play of light.

BIG BANG ONE CLICK
Stainless steel case set with diamonds.
Self-winding movement. Interchangeable
strap using patented One-Click system.

K N O W L E D G E INSIDE JEWELLERY

L I N E S OF MODE R N I T Y

Left: platinum Art Deco brooch by Gübelin (ca. 1920s) with round and square-cut
diamonds as well as rubies, sapphires and emeralds. Influences from India can be
seen in the leafy and floral shapes of the engraved coloured stones.

The present day’s most influential stylistic epoch began almost exactly a century ago: Art Deco.
Jewellery from this period is still very much in demand today. Where does this enduring fascination
come from?

Right: set with round and rectangular faceted diamonds, this platinum Art Deco
brooch (ca. 1920s) embodies typical stylistic elements of the era with geometric
shapes and new cuts such as baguettes.

J E W E L L E R Y & H I S TO R Y
ART DECO

Let’s take an imaginary journey back
in time to the 1920s. The world has
finally been freed from the horrors of
the First World War. An irrepressible
joy of life and an optimistic vision of
the future are beginning to take hold.
People again long for beauty and pleasure. At the same time, the 1920s mark
the beginning of the modern era: automobiles replace horse-drawn carriages,
the assembly line is introduced, skyscrapers grow ever taller, and democracies replace monarchies.
The dawn of this new era is symbolized by Art Deco. As the predominant style of the 1920s and 1930s, it
can be found in architecture as well
as in art, fashion, typography, interior design and jewellery – in short: in
everything that is designed and shaped
by the human imagination.
24

Paris is regarded as the birthplace of
Art Deco. Over 15,000 architects, designers and artists presented this new
modern style in all its facets at the Exposition internationale des Arts Décoratifs et industriels modernes in 1925.
The Art Deco style very quickly spread
worldwide. The Chrysler Building in
New York is a typical example of Art
Deco architecture, as are many other
buildings in Havana, Mumbai, Melbourne, Geneva and Chicago.
The Art Deco style is characterized by geometric linear forms, which
are often repeated in attractive patterns
or ornaments, and later also by streamlined forms. With its clear lines and
modern-looking austerity, Art Deco
borrows from the Cubist movement,
which, however, is much more radically
minimalist and rejects ornamentation.

Ancient Egyptian art, which regained
popularity in the 1920s – Howard
Carter discovered the tomb treasure of
Tutankhamun in 1922 – also influenced
Art Deco. The art of ancient Egypt is
characterized by extensive formalization and rich ornamentation, two
aspects which are quite similar to the
principles of Art Deco.
B EAUT Y FO R ALL AN D
IN SERIES

The Art Deco style also provides an answer to the challenges associated with
modern mass production. Art Deco’s
simpler designs enable its products to
be manufactured on an industrial scale.
At the same time, Art Deco set its sight
on many new objects for design, with
the aim of bringing beauty and aesthetics into all areas of life and making

them accessible to as many people as
possible. Characteristically geometric
shapes, linear embellishments and typical ornamentations can also be found
in the jewellery design of the Art Deco
period. But at the same time, Art Deco
initiated completely new developments
in the world of jewellery design: fancy
cuts for gemstones are one particularly
impressive example. Baguette, trapezoidal or rhombic shapes were frequently used to create graphic effects.
Jewellery had previously been primarily a craft in which the focus was on
producing outstanding individual pieces, but seriality and thinking in terms
of collections soon began making inroads here too. Jewellery thus became
accessible to a wider clientele, not least
through the use of modern materials
alongside or instead of gold and the

use of synthetic gemstones, which also
become widespread in the 1920s.
The “gilded age” of the 1920s came
to a standstill with the onset of the
global economic crisis in 1929. Instead
of opulence, reduction characterized
the following years. Reinforced concrete
and glass began their triumphant march
in architecture; jewellery became more
graphic, three-dimensional and white.
Genuine, lasting values such as platinum and diamonds gained importance.
Art Deco jewellery is currently in
great demand and regularly fetches top
prices at auctions. Why is this? “Many
people feel that jewellery from the Art
Deco period is still very aesthetic and
very modern,” says Doris Gerber from
Edigem, the expert for antique and vintage jewellery under the umbrella of
the House of Gübelin. But precisely be-

cause it is so avidly sought-after, Gerber
advises caution: “The Art Deco era was
very complex and there have been very
many imitations. Anyone interested in
a piece of jewellery from this period
should buy only from a trustworthy
source that can prove the piece’s provenance beyond the shadow of a doubt.
Original pieces are very rare too because many of them have since been
melted down or reworked.”

EDIGEM
Gübelin’s subsidiary is the
expert for antique jewellery and
precious stones. Edigem deals
in jewellery from all eras and
appraises the value of jewellery
and gemstones.
www.edigem.com
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Hardly any great creation is conceivable without her. And hardly any great artist can
survive without her. The muse inspires and sparks creative work. Yet she often remains
hidden from view. Now is the time to change that. We bring the muse into the limelight.
For it is only when the muse kisses you that true art is created. Let us inspire you too!

THE MUSE

P H O T O G R A P H E R S T E P H A N G L AT H E
S T Y L I N G LY N N S C H M I D T
HAIR & MAKE-UP KERSTIN HAJDU
MODEL LINE BREMS
L O C AT I O N AT E L I E R T R E B U C C H I , W E T Z I K O N

Gübelin Jewellery, ear clips in white gold with diamonds; rivière bracelet in white gold with diamonds; “Ornament of Flowers” ring in white
gold with a round Colombian emerald (2.94 ct) and diamonds. COS, top with ruffled puff sleeves.
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Left: Gübelin Jewellery, “Grace of the Sea Anemone” chandelier earrings in white gold, each with a cabochon-cut paraiba tourmaline
from Mozambique (6.31 ct and 6.86 ct) and diamonds. Akris, dress with transparent stripes.

On the right: Gübelin Jewellery, “Lily Dew” earrings in red gold, each with a green tourmaline and diamonds; “Lily Dew” ring in red
gold with a cabochon-cut green tourmaline, coloured tourmalines and diamonds; “Lily Dew” ring in red gold with a cabochon-cut
green tourmaline and diamonds; “Lily Dew” ring in red gold with a cabochon-cut amethyst and diamonds; “Lily Dew” necklace in
red gold with a cabochon-cut green tourmaline and diamonds. Kaviar Gauche, blazer dress in white satin with puffed sleeves.
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Gübelin Jewellery, “Sparks of Fire” alliance
ring in white gold with diamonds; “Premiere” solitaire ring in white gold with a
brilliant-cut diamond (0.96 ct); “Ancient
Path” ear studs in white gold, each with a
Colombian step-cut emerald (1.73 ct and
1.67 ct); “Ancient Path” ring in white gold
with a Colombian emerald (2.07 ct) and
brilliant-cut diamonds; “Garden of Ease”
necklace in platinum with a Colombian oval
emerald (5.49 ct), two Colombian cushion-shape emeralds (5.48 ct and 3.16 ct)
and brilliant-cut diamonds. Costarellos,
evening dress with plunging neckline and
gathered waistband, seen at Mytheresa.
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Left: Gübelin Jewellery, “Sparks of Fire” earrings in white gold, each with a tanzanite; “Sparks of Fire” alliance ring in white gold with
sapphires; “Sparks of Fire” alliance ring in white gold with diamonds; “Sparks of Fire” necklace in white gold with a tanzanite; “Sparks
of Fire” ring in white gold with an aquamarine and diamonds; “Sparks of Fire” ring in white gold with a tanzanite; “Sparks of Fire”
bangle in white gold with a tanzanite and an aquamarine. Akris, button-front silk-knit polo dress.

Right: Gübelin Jewellery, “Grace of the Sea Anemone” ring in white gold with a cabochon-cut paraiba tourmaline (5.78 ct) and
diamonds; “Grace of the Sea Anemone” chandelier earrings in white gold, each with a cabochon-cut paraiba tourmaline from
Mozambique (6. 31 ct and 6.86 ct); “Grace of the Sea Anemone” bracelet in white gold with seven cabochon-cut paraiba tourmalines from Mozambique (tw. 32.79 ct) and diamonds. Akris, dress with short sleeves and transparent stripes.
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Gübelin Jewellery, ear studs in white gold
with diamonds (0.80 ct each); rivière
necklace in white gold with diamonds;
rivière bracelet in white gold with diamonds; “Toi et Moi” ring in white gold
with a green tsavorite (3.55 ct), a pink
spinel (4.21 ct) and diamonds. Caviar
Gauche, white trouser suit.
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Gübelin Jewellery, “The Palm” chandelier
earrings in white gold, each with a
Colombian step-cut emerald (4.97 ct and
5.39 ct) and diamonds; alliance ring in
white gold with diamonds; “Ancient Path”
ring in white gold with a Colombian
emerald (2.07 ct) and diamonds.
Galvan, silk mini dress with halter neck,
seen at Mytheresa.

I N S T Y L E INSIDE JEWELLERY

Gübelin Jewellery, white gold ear studs with diamonds (0.80 ct
each); solitaire necklace in white gold with a brilliant-cut
diamond (0.89 ct); “Grace of the Sea Anemone” ring in
platinum with a Colombian cushion-shape emerald (4.90 ct)
and diamonds; platinum ring with a brilliant-cut diamond
(5.64 ct) and diamonds. Talbot Runhof, white evening dress
with plunging neckline.
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I N S T Y L E INSIDE JEWELLERY
Left: Gübelin Jewellery, “Splendid Feather” earrings in white gold, each with a Madagascan oval pink sapphire (1.54 ct and 1.49 ct),
pink sapphires and diamonds; “Splendid Feather” necklace in white gold with an oval Madagascan pink sapphire (2.05 ct), pink
sapphires and diamonds; “Splendid Feather” ring in white gold with an oval Madagascan pink sapphire (1.92 ct), pink sapphires and
diamonds. Talbot Runhof, white evening dress with spaghetti straps and lace skirt.

Right: Gübelin Jewellery, “Sparks of Fire” earrings in red gold, each with a green tourmaline and diamonds; “Sparks
of Fire” necklace with a green tourmaline and diamonds. COS, simple white blouse.

Discover the jewellery online:
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SERPENTI:
S TO RY O F A N I C O N
The bejewelled serpent theme slithered to life in the 1940s, becoming a creative symbol for the
brand founded by Sotirio Bulgari in 1884. Since then, it has been expanded and updated numerous
times and is now more alive than ever.

IN DEPTH
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Sotirio Bulgari was a Greek man living in Rome, which led to the brand
utilising Greco-Roman characteristics in its work. Thus, the idea for the
Serpenti collection came about
through the snakes in Greek and Roman mythology – with the many positive characteristics like rebirth, healing, protection, strength, eternity, and
seductiveness associated with them.
The elegance of the serpent’s soft,
winding body turned out to be the
perfect lump of clay for Bvlgari’s artisans to work with. And today,
Bvlgari certainly uses the magnificent,
symbolic creature to remain in tune
with its illustrious past.
It is perhaps no accident that the
Greek goddess of love, Aphrodite, a

symbol of eternal beauty, wore a
snake bracelet in numerous depictions. Modern-day Aphrodites like
Elizabeth Taylor (who was famously
a big fan of Bvlgari) would do the
same, wearing, and thereby endorsing, the many classic Bvlgari serpent-based designs.
IRRESISTIBLE
APPEAL

In the 1940s, Bvlgari began the history of its famed serpent using the
then-fashionable Tubogas (“gas
pipe”) technique. This type of chain
crafted using tightly wrapped, interlocking gold bands forms a material
that is decorative and efficient – and
it wraps around the arm beautifully.

INSIDE WATCHES

2017
Amanda Wellsh wearing a
Serpenti, photographed by Gian
Paolo Barbieri for Vogue Japan.

The Serpenti line really began to
peak in the 1960s with copious
amounts of attention from celebrities, the press, and the general public
– helped along by Elizabeth Taylor,
who by then owned several Serpenti
pieces, continuing to acquire them
until she passed away in 2011. In
1962, she wore one of the snakestyled bracelets in a publicity shot
while shooting Cleopatra, immediately boosting its fame. That brace43
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1962
Elizabeth Taylor wearing a gold Serpenti bracelet in a
press photo for the film “Cleopatra”.

The snake motif is fascinating both as jewellery and as a watch.

Captivating to this day: Bvlgari Serpenti.

1955
bracelet with diamond-set
snake head.

let was one of the now-traditional
Serpenti models featuring overlapping golden scales, gemstone-set
eyes, and a meandering diamond-set
body coiling around the arm as
though alive. Its flexibility was
achieved by a white gold spring inside of the Tubogas creature.
At this time, some of the bracelets were already made into bracelet
watches with hinged jaws that
opened to reveal dials, the movements of which were usually made
44

1980

by either Jaeger-LeCoultre or
Vacheron Constantin. Starting in the
2000s, the movements were generally made by Bvlgari.
At the beginning, these bracelets
were small and delicate, matching
the style of the era, but over time
they became much longer, wrapping
around the arm several times instead
of just once or twice. The longest
one to date, a Tubogas watch justifiably called The Twirl, wraps around
the arm a total of seven times.
In the mid-1960s, Bvlgari added
a little more colour to the designs
with enamel, introducing a lively yet
dignified touch to the impressive reptiles. Due to the enamel, making one
of these bracelets was quite a long

process: each scale on the snake’s
body was enamelled separately by
hand, then fired several times, and
then carefully put together.
To make the snakeskin look
more realistic, Bvlgari’s artisans also
etched little lines into the pentagonal, enamelled scales. These also
came in watch variants.
Due to the success of the snakes,
it wasn’t hard for Giorgio Bulgari’s
three sons, Gianni, Paolo and Nicola,
to keep expanding the Serpenti line as
of 1966 with other accessories, adding, for example, sinuous belts.
In the 1960s, the bracelets started to become more and more casual,
thus more appropriate for everyday
wear. Bvlgari was re-interpreting old

designs, transforming them into
modern looks; unlike the 1940s,
Bvlgari was practically the only
brand utilising Tubogas at this time.
Among Bvlgari’s famous customers, Andy Warhol could be
found buying Tubogas designs, even
once describing Bvlgari as an “important museum of contemporary
art”. The Serpenti collection became
more and more popular in everyday
life – including pop culture.

P h o to s : B v l g a r i

Multi-looped Serpenti

BVLGAR I B ECO M E S A
W AT C H M A K E R

In the late 1970s, Bvlgari finally
started making its own watches too.
These still used Jaeger-LeCoultre
and Vacheron Constantin move-

ments, and both brands’ names appeared on the dials. But some snakestyled watches emerging at this time
simply featured “Bvlgari.” In fact,
Bvlgari established “Bvlgari Time,
Write & Light” in Switzerland in
1978 for the sole purpose of manufacturing watches.
The 1980s luxury jewellery
scene generated a huge wave of
demand for Bvlgari watches – especially ones that had “Bvlgari” written on them in large letters, so
Bvlgari
began
putting
the
“Bvlgari-Bvlgari” branding on the
Tubogas watches as well. These became so popular that they were
made for close to 30 years from that
point onwards.

The Tubogas Serpenti branded
with “Bvlgari-Bvlgari” became
very popular in the 1980s.

The 1980s saw the snake bracelets
becoming longer so they would coil
around the arm more. And it was
during this time that Bvlgari also began making gemstone serpent rings
that were intended to remind you of
the fact that Queen Victoria was
once given a snake ring by Prince
Albert to symbolise everlasting love.
Throughout all this, Bvlgari still
succeeded in keeping its creations
modern so they would appeal to a
contemporary audience. As always
45
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2020

THE SNAKE IN A WHOLE
NEW LIGHT

The following year saw the introduction of the Serpenti Incantati, a
timepiece displaying the lovely snake
in a whole new light: this spellbinding interpretation of haute joaillerie
introduces a new shape to the line
featuring new case aesthetics in the
form of a redesigned head incorporated into the gem-set bezel and a
body coiling around the case, protecting it, the tail ending near 6
o’clock (and sometimes set with a

Even though the Serpenti is now more than 80 years old,
Bvlgari continues to confirm its position as a genuine,
long-lasting icon by proving unafraid of evolution –
evolution that at times now begins to seem like revolution.
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special gem). Even though it is always risky to make changes to a
classic design, there is no doubt that
this change from the Tubogas style
was artfully executed. It feels fresh
and modern, but its romantic Italian
family roots are unmistakable. And
it works as well on a strap as on a
bracelet.
“Incantati” means “enchanting” in Italian, and this line is nothing if not that with its shimmering
gold and scintillating precious gems.
Gone is the secret dial in the snake’s
mouth; the time is revealed for all to
see with only the barest hint of the
snake visible. “These watches are
soft and stylised… appearing to be
in perpetual motion,” explained designer Fabrizio Buonamassa, who
used a vintage Bvlgari brooch from
the 1930s as his primary inspiration.
The Serpenti’s evolution includes not only its appearance, but
also its substance, and mechanical
additions – including high-precision
mechanics and horological complications – to the now overwhelmingly
quartz line is a testament to Bvlgari’s
commitment to the art of Swiss
watchmaking. This skeletonised
watch is also a testament to Bvlgari’s
high level of expertise in this field.
While the Serpenti Incantati
comprises new merits, 2016’s Serpenti Spiga first and foremost set out
to be a style statement in black or
white high-tech ceramics combined
with precious metals and gemstones.
These ground-breaking additions were followed in 2017 by the
new and fully customisable 27 mm
Serpenti in steel or pink gold featuring a double-wrap Karung (water
snake) strap instead of the Tubogas
bracelet, allowing for 312 variations. It is also easily interchangeable, thanks to a system Bvlgari developed that allows the client to change,
combine, and practically customise
her own Serpenti. It comes with two

The Serpenti Spiga design unmistakably
borrows from the rich heritage of the
Serpenti collection.

Each link of a
Serpenti bracelet
is intricately
crafted by hand.

Fully set with diamonds: Serpenti Spiga.
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seemed to be the case with this
collection, celebrities wore the new
jewellery and it often appeared in pop
culture.
Bvlgari celebrated 125 years of
existence in 2009, and the Serpenti
line was a large part of the anniversary. Snakes with hinged segments
and gold springs for increased flexibility and elasticity; newer, bigger
Tubogas watches; and Roman
numerals on the dials marking connections to the past were just part of
what was released, expanding the
collection substantially.
Ever since, Bvlgari has continued to revive, remake, and modernise classic Serpenti items, with 2012
marking the first time Bvlgari released Serpenti handbags, each one
with a clasp shaped like a snake’s
head, its scales matching the colour
of the bag, and a gold chain serving

as a strap. There was also an evening
bag variant with two small snakehead clasps connected by a body,
forming a sort of ring you would
wear around your wrist as a bracelet, ultimately becoming the strap.
Even though Serpenti is now
more than 80 years old, Bvlgari continues to back up its position as a
genuine, long-lasting icon by being
unafraid of evolution – evolution
that at times now begins to seem like
revolution. Bvlgari presented a new
design called “head over tail” in
2015, in which the snake bracelets
are formed so that the serpent heads
rest on the tips of the animals’ tails.
Every part of these beautiful watches
is once again handcrafted separately,
the stones cut and set, and scales lacquered by hand. This model marked
the first time the serpent watch did
not feature an internal gold spring,
but it remained comfortable and
fairly flexible.

straps initially. In a steel or pink gold
case powered by a quartz movement,
with or without diamonds, it is a
very fresh, colourful timepiece perfect for a younger woman.
That new Serpenti paved the
way for 2019’s highlight: the Serpenti Seduttori Tourbillon. Bvlgari spent
two and a half years developing a
manual-wind movement equipped
with a one-minute tourbillon that
perfectly matches its signature serpent head-shaped case. When a
watch case is shaped – anything other than round – knowledgeable col-

lectors have traditionally insisted on
a similarly shaped movement. But
that doesn’t always happen, and in
fact today it’s become rare, which is
why many rectangular watches have
small round (mechanical) movements inside that were originally developed for petite ladies’ watches.
The Serpenti Seduttori Tourbillon’s
purpose-built movement measures
22 x 18 mm, making it perfectly proportioned to fit into the delicate 34
mm case. Its excellent proportions
include the case’s dainty height,
measuring only 8.9 mm thanks to

the movement height of a modest
3.65 mm.
Thanks to its background as a
jeweller, Bvlgari knows like no other
how to dress such an exceptional
movement in gold and diamonds.
The case is offered in both white and
pink gold with a varied diamond setting and on a bracelet or strap. The
dials, however, all feature beautiful
snow setting.
Today, the Serpenti Tubogas and
Seduttori watch lines vie for attention, making it pretty clear that this
snake’s allure is everlasting.
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On closer
inspection, the
caliber 240 SQU
reveals numerous
artistic details.

These watches also reveal undreamed-of beauty inside their cases

For connoisseurs, the unique fascination of haute horlogerie lies in the juxtaposition of a precise interior and a
consummately shaped exterior. From the dial with its numerals, indices and hands, to the case, bezel, wristband
and clasp, the radiance of a fine timepiece results from
the perfect interplay of all components. The external perfection aptly echoes the interior mechanical microcosm in
which all elements are meticulously coordinated with tolerances in fractions of a millimetre and skilfully finished
48

by expert hands in accord with time-honoured traditions.
This high standard of aesthetics includes diverse decorative patterns such as circular graining, Geneva stripes,
filigree guilloche patterns (see also page 58) and engravings on selected components, as well as the complete skeletonising of the movement. For some aficionados, these
handcrafted ticking treasures are a world of their own
awaiting discovery – a fascinating journey deep into the
heart of the movement.
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Skeletonising watch’s movement, removing all superfluous mate-

ened and now cultivates with devotion: engraving. In this tech-

rial without compromising the functionality and stability, ranks

nique, which has likewise been handed down and was nearly

among the most demanding and oldest disciplines of the

extinct until a few years ago, the engraver uses gravers of

métiers d’art. This craft, where every detail, no matter how small,

different sizes to form ornate decorations such as floral shapes

is carefully pondered and considered, requires years of experi-

and imaginative lines that create subtle reflections of light.

ence and rare talent – especially when it involves an ultra-thin

Although the surface is tiny, it becomes a veritable artist’s can-

movement like that of Ref. 5180/1R. Legendary self-winding

vas – there are no limits to the engraver’s creativity. The tiny

Caliber 240 SQU has a height of just 2.53 millimeters and, in

dimensions of this task, in which each component is given its

keeping with the standards of the Patek Philippe seal, com-

own pattern, demand extraordinary craftsmanship and incredi-

bines 159 finely hand-finished individual parts that precisely

ble patience. A special highlight is the off-center miniature rotor,

interact to keep precious time. In addition, the statement piece

engraved with the logo of the Patek Philippe seal for the first

from the Complicated Watches collection also features anoth-

time. This genuine work of horological art is ensconced inside a

er rare craft that the Geneva-based manufacture has reawak-

precious Calatrava case in rose gold.
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GLASHÜTTE ORIGINAL
S E N AT O R C H R O N O M E T E R T O U R B I L L O N
– LIMITED EDITION
A TECHNICAL WORLD PREMIERE

G I R ARD - PE RREGAUX
Q UASAR LI G HT TO U RB I LLO N
WITH THREE BRIDGES
LET THERE BE LIGHT!

ROGER DUBUIS
EXCALI BU R PI N K
GOLD 36MM
CHARISMA DOWN TO THE SMALLEST DETAIL

Ten years ago, Montblanc’s debut of the Metamorphosis

Glashütte Original is a true master in the art of designing and

High-end manufacture-quality mechanics and stunning dial

Skeletonized movements that uphold the highest standards

simultaneously introduced a unique concept: a dial with two

manufacturing haute horlogerie timepieces. Thanks to impres-

architecture are the twin hallmarks of the famous Tourbillon

and reveal their fascinating mechanical microcosm in all its

faces. It reveals either of two different faces, each with its own

sively savvy craftsmanship, these watches are the finest ex-

with Three Bridges, which traces its ancestry to the compa-

beauty are a specialty of this Geneva-based manufacture.

set of complications: when the two small covers are closed, a

pressions of traditional Saxon fine watchmaking. Glashütte

ny’s founder Constant Girard. With the 18 timepieces that

Crafted by master artisans, these skeletonized movements not

world-time function appears at “6 o’clock”, alongside a globe

Original reaffirms this expertise with the Senator Chronometer

comprise the limited edition of the new Quasar Light Tourbil-

only embody first-rate craftsmanship, but also inspire conno-

of the Northern Hemisphere and a rhodium-plated balance

Tourbillon: available in a limited edition of 25 watches, each

lon with Three Bridges, Girard-Perregaux once again spans

isseurs with their boldly avant-garde design, which lends a

with blued hairspring at the “12”. When the covers are open,

timepiece contains a refined version of the “flying tourbillon”

the gap between the past and the present. Named after the

profoundly contemporary feel to skeletonizing, a centuries-old

the patented Exo Minute tourbillon and its sapphire crystal

– Alfred Helwig’s ingenious invention, which is mounted on

brightest of all heavenly bodies, this timepiece prioritizes light

métiers d’art discipline in which a watch’s movement is labo-

bridge appear. A three-dimensional moon phase display can

only one side. For the first time, Glashütte Original now com-

and transparency, offering a panoramic view of automatic

riously freed from all material not required for the mecha-

now be seen in the lower part, which is not only highly pre-

bines this exquisite variety with a stop-seconds mechanism, a

manufacture Calibre GP09400-1128 nestled in Swiss-made

nism’s function. Like all of this maison’s watches, the Excalibur

cise, but also exquisitely crafted: the Earth’s pale companion

zero-return command and single-minute locking for the syn-

sapphire crystal. The tourbillon weighs a mere 0.25 grams

Pink Gold 36mm with flying minute tourbillon is hallmarked

runs her course through an aventurine firmament studded

chronous setting of the seconds and the minutes. A German

and seems to defy gravity as it apparently floats inside the

with the poinçon de Genève, the oldest and most prestigious

with tiny stars. The mechanism consists of no fewer than 320

chronometer certificate confirms the precision of this complex

transparent 46-mm case. Over 200 hours of meticulous la-

seal of fine watchmaking, which sets the highest standards for

components, while hand-wound Calibre MB M67.60 concate-

mechanism. The 42-millimetre platinum case houses highly re-

bour are required to shape and grind the perfectly translu-

the quality of the materials and the finish of each component.

nates a total of 718 individual parts. Needless to say that this

fined hand-wound manufacture Calibre 58-05, which is par-

cent case from a single block of sapphire crystal. The desired

With its exquisitely skeletonized movement, which has a star-

exceptional manufacture movement is finished and decorated

tially revealed in the front thanks to the sophisticated design

360° visibility is additionally made possible by the box sap-

shaped bridge, this precious timepiece proudly brings every

in accord with all the rules of horological artistry. The bridges

of the dial. The time display is shifted towards the upper part

phire crystal, which extends beyond the edges of the case.

single element into clear view. The undisputed star of the

and plates are made of Maillechort (nickel silver), their surfac-

of the galvanically blued dial in order to offer an unobstruct-

Ruthenium, a rare metal that belongs to the platinum group,

mechanical ensemble is the minute tourbillon, which attracts

es are embellished with Geneva stripes and circular graining,

ed view of the expertly handcrafted decorative finishings,

was chosen for the mainspring barrel because of its dia-

admiring attention at “7 o’clock”. A 36-mm pink gold case set

and their outer and inner edges are meticulously bevelled. In

which include cloud-shaped circular graining on the plate,

mond-like lustre: ruthenium forms iridescent crystals that

with sparkling diamonds provides a fitting home for this su-

the new version, the Star Legacy Metamorphosis appears in

filigree floral engravings and temperature-blued screws. This

scatter light in all directions. The arrow-shaped Aerial

perlative gem of craftsmanship and technology.

white gold with a sparkling blue dial adorned with guilloche.

architecture with its three-dimensional appearance draws the

Only eight of these masterpieces are made by Montblanc.

beholder’s eye into the depths of the mechanical microcosm.
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MONTBLANC
S TA R L E G A C Y M E TA M O R P H O S I S
LIMITED EDITION 8
T H E A R T O F T R A N S F I G U R AT I O N

Neo-bridges are also made of sapphire crystal. The tourbillon movement is powered by a white gold microrotor.
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TH E COLOUR FUL
B E AT O F E L E C T RO
Chanel has done something striking in 2021: for the first time it has brought all of its watch collections
together in one overarching theme, connecting them and playing them off each other like beats in a DJ set
that belong to different songs, yet combine to make a rich, danceable whole.

Tex t: E l i za b e t h D o e r r, p h o to s : C h a n e l

The hour markers and
bezel of the J12 Electro
are an electrifying
blaze of rainbow
colours.

This year, Chanel is using vibrant
hues that hang in the air like splashes of rainbow, reverberating in multicoloured tones, reflecting off each
other and the bright visuals of their
multicoloured elements in long, joyous tones. These impressions are not
accidental as the director of Chanel’s
Watchmaking Creation Studio,
Arnaud Chastaingt, conveys. From
Chanel’s Place Vendôme workshop,
where he has directed the artistic
wiles of the horological arm of the
brand, the most recent timepieces
form a particularly inspiring field of
expression for him; indeed, these are
products more saturated in pigmentation than one may be used to seeing from the maker of the famed
“little black dress.”
“It’s a colourful year for ‘Le
Temps Chanel!’ For 2021, I’ve chosen to tell a story and recount our
creations via a universe that really
inspires me,” Chastaingt explains.
“It’s an immersive capsule collection
whose graphic codes are borrowed
from the world of Electro culture.”
This culture, which began with a
1990s musical movement, has inspired a rather eccentric visual view
of the world encouraged by vivid
nightlife. Chastaingt is quick to point
out that this movement went far
beyond the music alone, inspiring a
whole aesthetic culture that developed into a universe of creative
design language. “Electro culture
developed as a movement of artistic
expression in its own right. It is quite
fascinating and very inspiring,” he
says. It also feels young despite its age.
And, of course, this very French
movement originated in Paris, the

city that Chastaingt unsurprisingly
looks to for inspiration as a place
for poets, lovers, bon vivants, and
artists of all kinds. In looking at
these watches, one is immediately
transported to discos, party buses,
and raves.
In a strange way, this is a great
time for the colourful, joyous expressions of the Electro movement
to re-emerge as the world goes
through a very difficult period.
Chanel’s immersive new capsule
collection brings wearable new joy
to the wrist.
R A I N B OW - CO LO U R E D
T R A N S PA R E N C Y

Chanel’s halo timepiece, the inimitable J12, justifiably described as an
icon over the last two decades,
turned 20 years old in 2020. The
brand celebrated this milestone with
a world-first element on a wristwatch: a full bracelet crafted in sapphire crystal. In typical Chanel J12
style, this breath-taking timepiece’s
superpower is more material than
horological, particularly when you
consider that the J12’s own claim to
fame was its forward-thinking ceramic case, at a time when ceramic
was as rare in the watch industry as
using sapphire crystal was for anything other than protecting the dial.
No longer quite as rare as a case material, until Chanel’s highly limited
J12 X-Ray no one else had attempted to use it as bracelet material.
Sapphire crystal is exceedingly
difficult to work with, and despite
advances in machining and material
over the last 20 years or so, attempting to make a bracelet from the brit-

The Première Electro with wrap
bracelet in neon colours.

tle material ranking ninth on the
Mohs scale of hardness – only diamond is harder – has not been on
anyone else’s to-do list. Sapphire
crystal is quite demanding to work
with and requires maximum precision. If it is shocked during a machining process or dropped on a
hard surface, thousands of machining hours can be lost along the way.
The J12 X-Ray’s 38 mm case and
three-link bracelet are made of transparent corundum, with the buckle
and bezel in diamond-set white gold.
The dial is also sapphire crystal and
set with 12 baguette-cut diamond
hour markers.
For 2021, Chastaingt included
this ultra-limited, world-first timepiece among the fresh Electro set,
once again limited to 12 pieces, giving it the appropriate makeover by
changing out the colourless diamonds for 12 baguette-cut sapphires
(0.48 ct) to mark the hours, punctu53
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DREAMING IN
TECHNICOLOUR

Chastaingt also gave his Electro
treatment to other members of the
J12 family for 2021, including the
ceramic stalwart – which has become
the J12 Electro Dream. Using a
choice of black or white ceramic as
the base for the 38 mm case and
bracelet, Chastaingt uses the same
12 rainbow colours, displaying them
on the black ADLC-treated stainless
steel or white 18-karat gold bezel set
with 46 baguette-cut rainbow sapphires (6.47 ct) to echo the palette of
Electro beats. Twelve baguette-cut
sapphires (0.14 ct) mark the hours,
shining from the white-lacquered or
matte black dial. Like on the J12
X-Ray Electro, the crown is sweetly
set with a brilliant-cut diamond.
Both versions, limited to 55 pieces each, are powered by Chanel’s automatic Calibre 12.1, which is manufactured for Chanel by Kenissi, a
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Top left: Arnaud
Chastaingt, director of
Chanel’s Watchmaking
Creation Studio designed
the colourful Electro line.
Top right: the J12 Electro
Dream with sapphires on
the bezel and as markers.

Geneva-based movement maker in
which Chanel has owned a stake since
early 2019. Decorated with a blackened finish, this movement is an officially certified C.O.S.C. chronometer,
guaranteeing extreme accuracy and
boasting a 70-hour power reserve.
P R I VAT E D A N C E PA R T Y

Limited to just 12 pieces, the J12
Electro Star’s appearance is certainly
deceiving: while its high-jewellery appearance seems to be determined
solely by expertly invisible-set, baguette-cut diamonds, flipping the
watch over reveals a hidden treasure.
This “treasure” is twofold: for one,
the case sides are set with a total of
51 baguette-cut rainbow-coloured
sapphires (3.26 ct), which continue
down the sides of the bracelet for another 180 sapphires (7.05 ct). For another, though, the movement’s beautifully shaped winding rotor is also
set with graduated sapphires, making
for a rather private dance party.
The number of baguette-cut diamonds on this high-jewellery watch
is astounding: 22 (0.96 ct) on the
case, 46 (3.9 ct) on the bezel, 168
(2.75 ct) on the dial, and 386 (18.45
ct) on the bracelet; the crown is set
with one brilliant-cut diamond (0.1
ct). This provides a grand total of
231 sapphires (10.31 ct) and 622 diamonds (26.06 ct). The 33 mm
watch, powered by a quartz movement, is water-resistant to a full 50
metres, which is rather unusual for a

high-jewellery piece. It is also available in a 38 mm version.
N E O N PI N K AN D B L AC K

The Première (“first” in French) is
the watch with which Chanel started
its watchmaking journey in 1987,
entering the world of fine watchmaking with the freedom of a designer
who had no roots in the art of horology. In 2017, Chanel celebrated 30
years of this watch with an anniversary timepiece, the Première Camellia Skeleton, which is a masterful
haute-horlogerie
reinterpretation
with a visually and technically interesting manufacture movement.
The new Première Electro, however, harks back to the original
watch, but now with a wraparound
bracelet offered in a rainbow look in
keeping with Chastaingt’s Electro
theme. Here, the triple-turn chain is
braided with neon-coloured leather,
which contrasts intensely with the
ADLC-treated stainless steel chain
and 23.6 x 15.8 x 6.2 mm case. The
black crown is lacquered with the
Chanel logo in pink neon and set
with an onyx cabochon. Powered by
a quartz movement and limited to
just 555 pieces, this watch displaying
hours and minutes is water-resistant
to 30 metres.
U N B E L I E VA B LY F E M I N I N E

Unapologetically feminine, this edition of 2017’s Code Coco, which
emerged from the creative mind of
Chastaingt and was inspired by the

Left: the J12 Electro Star: a
precious vision of diamonds
and finely graduated sapphires.
Right: the markers on the
dial and bezel of the
J12 Electro feature the
colours of the rainbow.

P h o to s : C h a n e l

ating this fascinating timepiece’s inherent transparency with colour.
These are joined by an array of 46
matching baguette-cut sapphires
around the bezel totalling 6.46 ct.
Not only do these stones celebrate
the current rainbow trend, but they
also add an unexpected, vibrant pop
of colour against the colourless
sheen of sapphire crystal comprising
the bracelet, case, and movement.
The effect is electrifying.
The movement powering this
marvel is a new iteration of Chanel’s
Calibre 3, which was introduced in
2018 in the Boy.Friend Skeleton,
called Calibre 3.1. This movement
also contains a number of sapphire
crystal components, including the
base plate and main bridges. The effect is that the visible metal components and synthetic rubies appear to
float. Chanel reports that it takes a
full week just to assemble the delicate parts.
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clasp of the brand’s 2.55 handbag,
is in itself an interesting mix of
watch and jewellery – and fits the
identity of Chanel like the proverbial glove. Usually fitted to a black
bracelet, Chastaingt’s Code Coco
Electro, available in a limited edition of 255 pieces, sees the typical
black swapped out for fluorescent
matte pink leather trimmed with
black patent leather. “Embracing
the wrist, Code Coco Electro is
eye-catching and boasts a certain
audacity,” Chastaingt explains.
The sizable ADLC-treated stainless steel case measuring 39.3 x 25 x
8.8 mm features a princess-cut diamond (0.05 ct) set into the crown
and a quartz movement powering
the display of hours and minutes.
Aside from the one set into the

crown, there are no gemstones on
this starker style of watch.
DO THE ROBOT

The Boy.Friend, first introduced in
2015, was created for people who
appreciate timeless refinement yet
follow their own paths when it
comes to fashion, its target market
being mainly women who like the
look of high-end timepieces paired
with more relaxed styles of clothing
such as “boyfriend” jeans. The
Boy.Friend very aptly embodies the
spirit of the great Coco Chanel, who
exhibited a penchant for masculine
fabrics and cuts.
Continuing the shiny black and
electric pink colour combination of
the Code Coco Electro– though the
pink is only seen on the lining of the

The bezel of the J12 Electro
Dream is set with 46
rainbow-coloured, baguettecut sapphires by hand.

“2021 is a colourful year for ‘Le Temps Chanel’! This year
I would like to tell a story and put our creations into a
cultural context that really inspires me. The graphic codes
of this immersive capsule collection are borrowed from
Electro music culture”.
Arnaud Chastaingt, director of Chanel’s Watchmaking Creation Studio
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Top: the Boy.Friend
Electro with a robot motif
made up of diamonds.
Bottom: the J12 X-Ray
Electro Calibre 3.1 with
case and bracelet made
of sapphire crystal.
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Left: the Code Coco
Electro with an eyecatching pink bracelet.

padded strap – the dial of this
quartz-powered Boy.Friend Electro
features a pixelated motif of a robot
made up of 78 brilliant-cut diamonds (0.12 ct) appearing on a
“screen” (the dial) in keeping with
Electro-style graphics. “In the 1990s,
the Electro movement developed a
singular graphic universe and was
notably nourished by the graphic
codes of digital and electronic art,”
Chastaingt explains.
Limited to just 55 pieces and
coming in a 34.6 x 26.7 x 7.3 mm
stainless steel case set with 64 brilliant-cut diamonds (0.71 ct). The
strap is interchangeable.
“A Chanel watch always tells a
story of style,” says Chastaingt with
confidence. This year, it is a very colourful story indeed.

K N O W L E D G E INSIDE WATCHES

C A P T I VAT I N G
P L AY O F L I G H T
The dial is also affectionately described as the face of the watch – it is the key determinant of a watch’s
aesthetic impact. Resourceful watchmakers have devised ingenious finishing methods for it.
One of them is guilloche engraving, which conjures up a captivating play of light on the wearer’s wrist.

Watchmakers have always adorned
and finished their timepieces with
the utmost care and attention. Even
those components hidden from view
were aesthetically enhanced by cutting, burnishing and engraving them.
Renowned Swiss watchmakers commissioned highly talented artists to
embellish their jewels. They were regarded as Switzerland’s most attractive and aesthetically sophisticated
creations, and in the 19th century
they brought Geneva fame as the
rare craft capital of the world. However, with the onset of industrialisation, demand for these precious
gems collapsed; quantities continually decreased up until the Second
World War. The talented enamellers,
guillocheurs and engravers were
forced to look for other work. The
unique savoir-faire of these artisans
was at risk of being lost forever.

T H E I N S I D E O F T H E WATC H
GUILLOCHE
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REBIRTH OF RARE CRAFTS

It is thanks to a handful of Swiss
watchmakers like Jaeger-LeCoultre
that these techniques were preserved.
The Grande Maison created the
Métiers Rares Atelier specially for
that purpose. That is because with
the renaissance of the mechanical
movement from the mid-1980s onwards, demand for exquisite, luxury
timepieces finely embellished by masters of their craft increased again,
ushering in a new golden age for
these rare crafts. One of them is guilloching movement and case components as well as dials. This time-consuming process, which involves tiny
circular or linear patterns being cut
into the surface, gives every detail a
finesse that thrills connoisseurs.

have an infinite range of design options at their disposal.
A DA Z Z LI N G APPE AR AN C E

Artisanal gem: Jaeger-LeCoultre’s Master
Ultra Thin Moon Enamel, which comes in
a limited edition of 100, features a
hand-guilloche, transparent enamel dial.

The process is the same today as it
was more than two centuries ago –
even the manually operated lathes of
that time are still used. With a steady
hand and the surest of touches, the
guillocheur applies the pattern to the
metal surface with the aid of a graver.
While simultaneously turning two
crank handles, he carefully cuts the
desired motif into the metal by applying gentle pressure and removing the
tenth-of-a-millimetre-thick cuttings.
The wide range of patterns is
just as impressive as the precision
craftsmanship of the artisan: the most
traditional are the “Clous de Paris”
or hobnail pattern, the sunburst
pattern, flames and waves as well as
striking grainboard- and chessboardpattern detailing. Straight-line detailing – like the “Clous de Paris” – can
intersect at any angle, while the guillocheur uses a rose engine to produce
no less fascinating, wave-shaped detailing. By giving the lines a new pattern, different spacing or a different
angle of intersection, guillocheurs

What these patterns all have in common are fascinating reflections,
which vary depending on the light’s
angle of entry and the observer’s
perspective. The look and feel of the
work of art are particularly expressive when it is given a wafer-thin,
transparent enamel coating afterwards, as is the case with Jaeger-LeCoultre’s Master Ultra Thin Moon
Enamel. This piece of craftsmanship
is also a time-consuming and highly
specialised process. It involves several layers of a fine powder being
applied to the dial and then gradually annealed in a kiln until the desired colour intensity is achieved.
The result justifies the effort: the
delicately guilloched sunburst pattern shimmers subtly through the
transparent enamel, putting in a
dazzling appearance.

Michael Sager
Head of Watch Atelier
The trained watchmaker has
directed the watch atelier
at Gübelin’s headquarters in
Lucerne for eight years.
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P H O T O G R A P H Y AT T I L A H A R T W I G
STYLING HUGO BRULS

T H E A RT OF T I M E
Who would deny that wristwatches are genuine works of art? We have carried this thought
one step further and created paintings with watches. Enter our Gallery of Time Art and let
these images work their magic on you.

With their strong lines, timeless style, geometric simplicity and exceptional movements, the watches from Patek Philippe’s
Gondolo collection are a contemporary
interpretation of the Art Deco style, which
coincided with one of the Geneva manufacture’s own golden ages. A particularly
fine example is the hand-wound Gondolo
Haute Joaillerie ladies’ watch Ref. 7099R001 pictured here. It has a rose gold case
set with diamonds (approx. 3.31 ct) and a
hand-guilloched gold dial, also set with
diamonds (approx. 0.56 ct).
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Left: Ulysse Nardin redefines functional elegance with the daring design of the new Diver Chronometer 44 mm in blue. This model
offers an inverted concave bezel, a domed sapphire crystal and water-resistance to 300 metres. Mechanical Calibre UN-118 relies on
silicon technology inside the case, which is individually numbered on one side. The wristwatch is attached to a rubber strap with a
titanium component and a ceramic pin buckle.

Right: Rubber encounters 36 diamonds and alternately polished
and satin-finished 18 karat King Gold in Hublot’s Big Bang One
Click King Gold Diamonds 33 mm. There’s no more casual way
to wear haute joaillerie and haute horlogerie. Self-winding Calibre HUB1120 offers a date display and a 40-hour power reserve.
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At first glance, the Defy Extreme from Zenith radiates an aura of
robustness, resilience and adventure. Second and third glances
through the transparent dial and the glass back discover its
revolutionary 1/100th-of-a-second chronograph calibre, which is
equipped with two escapements.

I N S T Y L E INSIDE WATCHES

Dior Grand Bal Plume is reminiscent of a ball gown that dances to the rhythm of the “Dior Inversé 11 1/2” calibre. Like the sumptuous
evening gowns created in the maison’s couture ateliers, the models in the Dior Grand Bal collection are lavishly decorated, as is this
model with gold, peacock feathers and diamonds in round and marquise cuts.
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Art Deco unmistakably inspired the symmetrical lines, rectangular case and distinctive hands of the new Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso Classic
Duetto Medium. The reversible pink gold case has two dials, each adorned with two rows of diamonds. This self-winding watch features
a white guilloche-embellished dial in the front and a black lacquered face with matte indices and gold-plated accents in the back.
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Left: The Senator Excellence Perpetual Calendar from
Glashütte Original is a classic beauty with a special
complication: a perpetual calendar, which means
that the date display requires no manual correction
until 2100. Visually, it convinces aficionados with a
silver-coloured dial, a laser-engraved railway minute
track and an elaborately designed moon-phase
display. The automatic movement amasses a 100-hour
power reserve.
Right: Four eye-catching screws and a dodecagonal
bezel set Baume & Mercier’s Riviera apart from the
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crowd. First launched in 1973, this model celebrates its
big comeback this year. This ladies’ version comes
with a 36-millimetre case and an azure blue dial.
Newly released in 2021, the Big Pilot’s Watch 43 from
IWC embodies reduction to the bare essentials. As a
genuine pilot’s watch, it prioritizes the goal of good
legibility under all conditions, which it achieves thanks
to its functional design. The blue dial has prominent
hour markers and rhodium-plated hands. IWC’s manufacture Calibre 82100 ticks reliably inside the case.
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Cartier’s Panthère is never merely a wristwatch: it is always also
an exquisite piece of jewellery, as evidenced by this petite model
measuring 25 x 21 millimetres. Brilliant-cut diamonds opulently
encrust the white gold case and bracelet. A silver-plated dial and
blued steel hands further enhance the icy impression.
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Elegance and sportiness combine in Piaget’s new Polo ladies’
watch with date display. This model features a 36-mm stainless
steel case, a cushion-shaped dial in Piaget’s signature shade of
blue and a Swiss manufacture movement. Diamond-studded hour
indices lend a feminine touch to this pretty timepiece.

After having presented the sporty Tondagraph GT
Rose Gold Blue in 2020, Parmigiani Fleurier follows suit
with the Tondagraph GT Rose Gold Silver Black (“Panda”). The textured pattern on the dial is echoed on the
black rubber wristband. Certified as a chronometer by

the COSC, chronograph Calibre PF071 is based on
groundbreaking and GPHG award-winning Calibre
PF361. The PF071 offers 65 hours of power reserve and
relies on a column wheel control and vertical coupling
to maximize the accuracy of its stopwatch function.
Discover these
watches online

LIFE & STYLE

Sommelier and musician JUSTIN LEONE reveals to us
who and what influences and inspires him.
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Artist

STEFFEN SCHWIEN
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MY LIFE,
MY STYLE

Justin Leone is regarded as the rock
star of the fine dining world and the
wine business, and he knows better
than anyone else how to get people
to have fun when they are drinking
wine. He describes wine like music.
He views himself as the ‘entertainer’
of his guests as well as the guardian of
good taste. His striking, self-designed
bespoke suits are his trademark.
Born in Toronto, Canada and
raised in Chicago, Justin Leone studied contrabass and English literature
at college in Indiana. After graduation
he toured with a rock band that supported big acts like the Foo Fighters,
John Mayer and Willie Nelson.
He got to know and love wine
while jobbing as a waiter. He expanded his knowledge during a threeyear training course at the Court of
Master Sommeliers and learnt
everything there is to know about
winemaking from winemaker Nicolas
Potel in Burgundy. This was followed
by stints as a sommelier in Grant
Achatz’s 3-star restaurant Alinea in
Chicago as well as in Markus Wareing’s 2-star restaurant in London. At
Alinea, he got to know Felix Eichbauer
from the Tantris restaurant in Munich
(also a recipient of two Michelin stars),
who hired him as a sommelier in 2011.
There he won awards such as Rolling
Pin Magazine’s “Germany’s Best Sommelier 2013” award, he won the Fine
Wine Magazine prize for “Best Wine
Pairing” and Wine Spectator Magazine’s “Best of Award of Excellence”
for the “Best Wine Menu”.
In 2018, he set up his own business
by establishing his “Bottles & Bones”
concept. There he combines all his
passions: good wine, American BBQ
and rock’n’roll. He continues to play
in rock bands, appears on various TV
shows and has authored the bestseller
“Just Wine: Weinwissen ohne Bullshit”
(wine knowledge without the bullshit).
He is also currently offering online
wine courses at www.meisterklasse.de

INSPIRATION

Steffen Schwien, a Hamburg-based,
self-trained, dynamic, and incomparably vibrant young up-and-comer in
the abstract art scene embodies what I
truly believe to be the next generation
of “Artist.” Drawing on every sense
and emotion in his vicinity, from music
to wine, nature to architecture, fashion to raw humanity, his art conveys
an energy and authenticity that speaks
mostly of the man himself – brilliant,
visionary, contemporary and down to
earth. In these respects, I can really
relate to him and we have in fact got to
know each other, certainly not coincidentally. www.schwien.art

“Grant Achatz has forever changed my
entire understanding of flavour matrices,
flavour combinations, de- and re-construction, interpretation and innovation.”
Chef

G R A N T A C H AT Z , A L I N E A
Alinea was my first professional venture into Michelin Star
gastronomy, and boy did I jump straight in at the deep end.
I had no idea what sort of life-changing, mind-altering
position I was about to accept at the time, nor the extent
of chef Achatz’s sheer genius; but my entire understanding
of flavour matrices, flavour combinations, de- and re-construction, interpretation and innovation would be changed
forever. It was essentially the culinary equivalent of working under Stephen Hawking and observing his every black
hole calculation en route to my own formulation of string
theory. Simply a mind-bending and horizon-broadening
visionary restaurant experience. www.alinearestaurant.com
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Bespoke tailor

S T E FA N S I C K I N G
Winemaker

NICOL AS POTEL ,
DOMAINE DE BELLENE

I will never forget the first time I saw sommelier David Lynch in a wine
publication, just after starting at the famed Babbo Restaurant in New
York City. Opening bottle after bottle of extravagant Barolo in the ivyclad garden, sun glistening off his smartly rimmed glasses, the shimmer
of silk in his perfectly Windsor-knotted tie beneath a flawlessly cut double-breasted suit. It was then I realised, I wanted to be exactly all of that.
After being hired by the legendary Tantris Restaurant in Munich, I negotiated a clothing stipend to accompany my salary, and Felix Eichbauer
quickly introduced me to my favourite and the most brilliantly talented
tailor I have ever encountered – the inimitable Stefan Sicking at his eponymous atelier in Munich. He indulges my visions and fuels my creativity
to consistently craft absolutely unique and timeless pieces, to the utmost
degree of quality and refinement. In these suits, I feel nearly invincible.

As I began my studies as a hopeful young sommelier, I noticed that even among the experienced
elders, one topic was always discussed in hushed
tones and vague uncertainty: Burgundy. The most
coveted of disciplines, and the most difficult to
grasp. Upon receiving a personal invite from Nicolas Potel, one of Burgundy’s most impressive characters, I immediately began my true quest for the
holy grail. My life was changed as he blind-tasted
me using a bottle of his father’s Volnay, a 1969 1er
Cru “En Cailleret – Clos des Soixante Ouvrées”
from Domaine de La Pousse D’Or. How youthful,
how fresh, how powerful it could be for such an
aged bottle, I struggled to comprehend. My mind
was blown, my world was turned upside down,
and my passion for Burgundy was officially set
alight that day. www.domainedebellene.com

www.sicking-muenchen.de

Watch

After my first lucrative consultancy contract, I decided it was time to
acquire a watch befitting my role as
guardian of good taste. However, as
bespoke suits were my de rigueur,
I felt an overly sporty or diver-style
to be out of place not only with
my fashion, but in a fine-dining
setting in general. I wanted something elegant and refined yet practical – since travel is essentially my
second job – and this watch boasts
both timeless elegance and a most
clever second time zone feature, catering perfectly to my jet-setting lifestyle. www.jaeger-lecoultre.com

“Stefan Sicking indulges my visions
and fuels my creativity to consistently
craft absolutely unique and timeless
pieces, to the utmost degree of quality
and refinement. In these suits, I feel
nearly invincible.”
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J A E G E R - L E C O U LT R E
MASTER CONTROL
GEOGRAPHIC

Instrument

FENDER JA ZZ BAS S , 1971
While hosting a huge event in San Francisco, I took
advantage of the opportunity to do a little instrument shopping in the place where this iconic instrument was created, and would shape the history
of music forever. When Leo Fender produced his
first electric bass in the 1950s, rock was essentially
born, and when I heard Flea play one with the Red
Hot Chili Peppers during my childhood classical
contrabass studies, it was love at first sound. The
J-Bass has remained essentially unchanged ever
since, its growly tone and sexy curves have earned
it a place on the most quintessential recordings of
all time, and I had to have one for myself. Since
then, my collection has grown considerably, and
each and every one is as unique as a precious gem
cut from different stones. www.fender.com
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A RT M AG N E T
Lugano is developing into a cultural hotspot: more than eighty art galleries, the LAC and the MASI
host young contemporary artists and exciting exhibitions, thus making Lugano the cultural centre of
southern Switzerland. This has a long tradition: artists, writers and muses were already inspired by this
picturesque region in the previous century. Join us on a cultural excursion through the city in Ticino.
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Charming: view of
Lake Lugano from
the LAC cultural
centre, which
opened in 2015.

“Lugano – like Nice – will have its
Corso degli Inglesi along the lakeshore, lined with palm trees and roses.” Riccardo Fedele Gianella
penned this vision in March 1888 to
solicit support for his project of creating a lakeside garden in front of
the Splendide. His efforts succeeded
admirably: at the beginning of the
20th century, Lugano inaugurated the
new Quai, an elegant promenade
lined with trees and flowers along
the Viale Riva Antonio Caccia,
which led pedestrians and carriages
into the city. Today it is something
like the “cultural mile” of Lugano
and leads up to the LAC, the centre
for art and culture, at Piazza Bernardino Luini 6.
The only person who still rides
on horseback along this street these
days is the bronze horseman by
Manolo Valdés in front of the Fondazione Braglia art museum. The international and cosmopolitan flair
that developed here at the beginning
of the 20th century continues to
shape the identity of the city in Ticino to this day. With the opening of
the Gotthard tunnel in 1882, Lugano became a popular tourist destination and a city with a sense of beauty
and aesthetics. New buildings and
parks were built, including a funicular railway.
Entrepreneurs and artists, writers and international art collectors
all chose the city as their adopted
home. Friedrich Nietzsche spent a
few months at the Hôtel du Parc in
1871. Arthur Rimbaud came to Lugano in 1878. And the young Jorge
Luis Borges immortalized the city in
his verses when he lived here for almost a year between 1918 and 1919.
The city was also visited by Anthony
Burgess; by Franz Kafka together
with his friend and patron Max
Brod; by Hermann Hesse, who was
enchanted by the Collina d’oro
(“the golden hill”) in 1919; and by

Thomas Mann and Stefan Zweig in
the 1930s.
In the second half of the 20th
century, the city’s multifaceted cultural and artistic identity was decisively shaped by Helmut Gernsheim
and his photographic collections; by
Baron Heinrich Thyssen-Bornemisza, who exhibited his magnificent collection of American and
European paintings in the Villa
Favorita; and by Serge Brignoni,
who ranks among the world’s most
important collectors of ethnic art
from the Far East, India, Southeast
Asia, Indonesia and Oceania. Jeffrey
Montgomery, one of the foremost
collectors of Japanese art, resides in
Lugano today.
ON THE TRAIL OF
C U LT U R E

As a stroll through the city impressively reveals, Lugano’s cultural
scene is remarkably diverse and cosmopolitan. Our route leads us first
to Via Riva Antonio Caccia no. 5,
where the Museo delle Culture,
directed by Paolo Campione, is currently showing “La Disciplina dei
Sensi”. This exhibit, which runs until the end of the year, presents a retrospective of photos by Hans Georg
Berger, the great master of the 20th
century, who used photography as
an instrument to give shape to his
own identity and his personal universe of senses and dreams. The exhibition chronicles a poetic journey
into intimacy and encounters with
otherness, in which Berger’s images,
drawn from his own life, take us to
Ireland, Italy and Asia, where Berger
discovered and photographed members of ethnic and religious minorities such as practitioners of Theravãda Buddhism and Shiite Islam in the
Madaris. As an ode to the voyage of
discovery and to everyone who can
relate to it, the exhibition echoes the
verses of Rabindranath Tagore: “To
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Tourism brought parks and
funiculars to Lugano (left), as did
art, which can be seen inside and
alongside the LAC (above) and the
Museo delle Culture (below).

move is to meet you every moment.
Fellow-traveller! It is to sing to the
falling of your feet….”
Just a few short steps from the
Museo delle Culture, we find the expressionist art of Ernst Ludwig
Kirchner in an exhibition of works
that this artist created during his
stay in the Swiss Alps between 1917
and 1918. Manolo Valdés’ horseman greets us at the Fondazione Braglia (Riva Antonio Caccia no. 6a).
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“When you become an art collector,
you look at the world with a special
gaze: the emotion of beauty”, Gabriele Braglia tells us as he recalls the
origins of his passion for art and art
collecting, which was kindled when
he was a young student who had the
good fortune to meet numerous important artists. “I think of Dova,
Migneco, Fontana – with all of them
we drank a glass of wine or two, ate
a few salami sandwiches and fre-

quented the cellar bars to listen to
music.” Gabriele Braglia explains
that collecting art is a family passion
which he has shared with his wife
Anna ever since the very first Christmas present: a portrait in egg tempera by Mario Sironi. “That Christmas gift was the beginning of an
adventure. Sironi’s portrait was the
first work of art in what would ultimately grow to become a collection
presently numbering over 250 works
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by the most important Italian and
international artists of the 20th century, with an emphasis on German
Expressionism.
Now that our senses feel delightfully overwhelmed by Kirchner’s colours and landscapes, we leave the
building and return to the lakeside to
enjoy the flowers, trees and sculptures that populate the park where
the Villa Tanzina once stood. Here
we can see the monument to George
Washington. The bronze horse by
Nag Arnoldi likewise catches our eye.
A shortcut now opens up in front of
us and our gaze quickly wanders towards the water until it reaches Ciani
Park. On our left, a large head in
bright pastel pink gazes intently from
the lush green lawn of Belvedere
Park. This sculptured head comes
straight from Brooklyn and is one of
the works on display in the exhibition
of Swiss artist Nicolas Party at the
LAC, his first major solo show, which
is on view until January 2022.
Now we need only cross the
street to find ourselves in the square
in front of the LAC, the city’s jewel
that Canadian director Michel Gagnon called “the house of culture”
when it opened in 2015. Concerts,
exhibitions, literary festivals, theatre
performances and educational events
for children take place in this building, which Gagnon says “is destined
to be a gathering place, an institution that gives all the city’s cultural
protagonists a reality in constant dialogue with their community”. But
communicating also means reaching
out to others, so the cultural centre’s
activities venture beyond its walls
and enter the realms of the citizens:
for example, with “Echoes – a voice
from uncharted waters”, a colourful
whale weighing five tonnes that
seems to be “stranded” in the heart
of Ciani Park. This installation by
Austrian artist Mathias Gmachl invites us to listen and to reflect, and it

confronts us with the environmental
impact of our actions.
With a diverse programme, a library inside the building and a cafe
on the piazza, the LAC is a new agora in the city, a venue that people frequent and enjoy on diverse occasions. “The numbers of visitors
steadily increased in the year before
the pandemic: 280,000 registered
guests impressively prove that fact”,
says Gagnon.

Top: Lugano also has an active
street art scene. Artists create art in
public spaces. These pieces and
events can usually only be discovered off the beaten track.

Below: “Extra Moenia” is the name
of the mighty bronze creatures by
the Italian sculptor Matteo Pugliese,
which can be seen in the Imago Art
gallery.
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Now we continue along Riva Antonio Caccia and across Piazza Bernardino Luini, past the monastery
and the church of Santa Maria degli
Angioli. Near the lake and its blue
waves, we enter Via Nassa. It was
lined by a row of fishermen’s houses
in the 19th century, but today it is an
icon of luxury and elegance with its
many boutiques and fashion shops.
The historic Wega bookshop at
number 21 was founded in 1935 by
the antiquarian bookseller and book
lover Ernst Fuchs. Hermann Hesse
and Thomas Mann once met on
these historic premises.
Here, where Swiss elegance
combines with Mediterranean atmosphere, art once again takes centre stage at the Imago Art gallery.
The gallery was founded in London
in 2007, but moved to Lugano in
2011. It opened its new headquarters here on Via Nassa in 2018. Its
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aim is to deal not only in (Italian) art
from the mid-18th century to the
present day, but also to provide a
platform for young artists. Currently
on display here, for example, are
“Extra Moenia”: these bronze artworks by the contemporary Italian
sculptor Matteo Pugliese depict
mighty creatures struggling to break
free from the walls.
W H E R E L I F E P U L S AT E S

A gentle breeze from the lake accompanies us through Via Nassa. We
cross Piazza Riforma and plunge
into the heart of the city. We soon
reach Via della Posta, one of the liveliest, most vibrant and youngest
places in Lugano, with many cafés
and restaurants with a cosmopolitan
flair. Trees, large plants and white
hydrangeas adorn the street corners
here, which are also visited by Elena
Buchmann, the grande dame of art

who came to Ticino from Basel
many years ago. “I like to start my
day with a good cappuccino”, she
says as we enter her gallery at Via
della Posta no. 2. As we cross the
threshold, Tony Cragg’s brightly
coloured sculptures greet us with
their majestic dimensions and refined shapes. Forty-six years of experience in the business and a constant
presence at Art Basel since 1981: one
immediately understands that art is
Elena Buchmann’ life. The Buchmann name is a guarantee both for
the artists that this gallery owner
represents and for collectors. “One
gradually builds one’s reputation
over the years. If you do your work
well, then your name becomes synonymous with trust and quality”,
Elena Buchmann says.
Just a few steps from Via Canova no. 10, in the Palazzo Reali building, stands MASI, the Museo d’Arte

della Svizzera Italiana. Created in
2015 from the art museums of the
Canton of Ticino and the city of Lugano, it serves as a cultural hub between Switzerland’s Italian-speaking
and German-speaking regions. The
MASI’s collection comprises approximately 14,000 works of art, primarily by artists who are associated with
Ticino. Its permanent exhibition also
includes the “Garden of Earthly
Delights”, an extraordinary masterpiece painted by Hieronymus Bosch.
Our cultural voyage of discovery through Lugano ends in a garden: the neighbouring Ciani Park.
Our ramble along an imaginary line
showed us many (but by no means
all) important protagonists whose
distinctive voices and outstanding
programmes combine to make Lugano a cosmopolitan, diverse and lively city – a home for all who cultivate
an exquisite taste for beauty.

The many protagonists in art and culture
make Lugano a cosmopolitan, diverse and
vibrant city – and a home to all who cultivate
an exquisite taste for beauty.

Left: View of Lugano with the Riva
Antonio Caccia promenade.

Lugano combines history
and art: Church of Santa
Maria degli Angioli
(above), the MASI (left),
gallery owner Elena
Buchmann (below).
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DON’T
MISS …
02
Roberto Rota

03

Boutique Manager
Born in Ticino, Roberto Rota has many
years of experience in the luxury sector

baume-et-mercier.com

and has been working for Gübelin in Lugano for eight years. He managed our boutique at Via Nassa 27 since January 2019.

Piazza Riforma 9, 6900 Lugano
sasscafe.ch

03
I KO B A N I G A B B A N I

01

01
P O RTO P OJANA
R I S TO R ANTE TE R M I N U S
Porto Pojana Ristorante Terminus is
located somewhat off the beaten path
in Riva San Vitale, a quiet village on
the shores of Lake Lugano. The restaurant is housed in a building steeped
in history, to which it owes the name
“Terminus”: for centuries this edifice
served as a replenishment station for
the stagecoaches that ran between San
Gallo and Varese. Nowadays you can
enjoy lunch and dinner under the plane
trees on the lovely terrace overlooking
Lake Lugano. The excellent food and
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wine, combined with the professionalism of the staff, will take you on an
unforgettable journey through Mediterranean flavours.
Via Pojana 53, 6826 Riva San Vitale
portopojana.ch

02
SASS CAFÈ
The Sass Cafè is an institution in Lugano. Located on the city’s most important square, Piazza Riforma, the “wine
restaurant” – as founder Guido Sassi
likes to call it – has elevated hospitality
to the highest art. Celebrities from the

Izakaya are cosy and informal Japanese
drinking and snacking establishments
where the bar takes centre stage and
there are typically only a few tables.
Ikobani, the first izakaya in the heart of
Lugano, is located on the roof of Casa
Gabbani on Piazza Cioccaro. Here you
can discover the authentic and unconventional flavours of Japanese cuisine,
while sipping saké and cocktails with
an oriental aroma. The most charming
places, especially in the spring and summer months, are on the roof terrace,
which commands a unique view over
the rooftops of Lugano.
Piazza Cioccaro 1, 6900 Lugano
gabbani.com
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worlds of politics, business and culture
are often spotted in Sass Cafè, where
they enjoy the intimate atmosphere.
A visit to Sass Cafè is always a special
experience thanks to good Italian cuisine, excellent wines and an interesting
clientele.

Riviera automatic, 42mm
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A new orchestra building, a new principal conductor and an expanded repertoire:
the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester (Lucerne Symphony Orchestra) has matured into a
first-class international ensemble, yet remains closely connected to its roots.

“I am convinced that we have a rough
diamond here. Now is the time to
polish it”, said Numa Bischof Ullmann, artistic and executive director
of the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester
(Lucerne Symphony Orchestra) in an
interview in 2018. He was referring
to Lucerne as a city of music, whose
international perception is primarily
shaped by the KKL (i.e., the Lucerne
Culture and Congress Centre, which
opened with its first-class concert hall
in 1998), and by the Lucerne Festival,
which is acknowledged as one of the
world’s most renowned festivals for
classical music.
Not very many people outside
Lucerne or Switzerland know that
Richard Wagner and Sergei Rachmaninov lived and worked in Lucerne and that Arturo Toscanini once
stood at the podium to conduct a festival performance here. As often as he
can, Numa Bischof Ullmann also emphasizes that the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester, which was founded in
1806, is not only Switzerland’s oldest
orchestra, but also a first-class ensemble in residence at the KKL.
Bischof Ullmann has been the
artistic and executive director of the
Luzerner Sinfonieorchester since
2004. His ideas and visions – along
with generous support from the

The Luzerner Sinfonieorchester
resides in the KKL (Lucerne Culture
and Congress Centre). Michael
Sanderling starts this season as its
new principal conductor.

foundation “Stiftung für das Luzerner Sinfonieorchester”, which is privately financed by Swiss entrepreneurs and donors – have helped the
ensemble to develop into one of
Switzerland’s leading orchestras.
The Luzerner Sinfonieorchester has
grown from 50 to 70 musicians during his tenure. Further expansion is
the goal to enable the orchestra to
perform all large-scale symphonic
works and establish itself among the
world’s top orchestras.
The orchestra’s importance has
already grown immensely in the international arena. The ensemble
gives guest performances in the
world’s major cultural capitals. Its
tours and guest performances have
taken it to many European capitals,
as well as to South America and
Asia. It has produced recordings
with renowned classical music labels. And at the KKL, it can perform
in a concert hall like few others in
the world.

With the 2021/2022 season, this
“rough diamond” now has three
new facets, each of which brings the
orchestra even closer to the status
of the world’s foremost symphony
orchestra. The first facet is partnership with the Lucerne Festival. The
Luzerner Sinfonieorchester became a
permanent part of the festival this
year. Numa Bischof Ullmann hails
this accolade in the world of classical music as nothing short of a
“sensation”.
The Lucerne Festival’s artistic
director Michael Haefliger comments on the reasons behind the
collaboration: “We benefit from the
fact that the orchestra is evolving
into a leading ensemble that can
rival the world’s finest orchestras.”
The Orchestra gained a second
facet and simultaneously commenced a new era with a concert on
22 August 2021 that not only featured Robert Schumann’s “Symphony No. 4” and “Cello Concerto,
Op. 129”, but also marked Michael
Sanderling’s debut as the Luzerner
Sinfonieorchester’s new principal
conductor. Sanderling succeeds
James Gaffigan, who decisively
shaped the ensemble’s musical repertoire and international reputation
over the past ten years.
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The new orchestra building in
Kriens houses both a spacious
rehearsal hall and rooms for
music education.

Before joining the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester, Michael Sanderling had
been principal conductor of the Dresden Philharmonic since 2010. He is
no stranger to Lucerne, having made
several guest appearances with the
Luzerner Sinfonieorchester, most recently in the spring of 2019. As the
orchestra’s new principal conductor,
he was the preferred candidate of
both the artistic and executive director and the musicians. Sanderling is
the scion of a thoroughly musical
family. His father Kurt conducted the
Berlin Symphony Orchestra (BSO)
for many years, and his mother Barbara played in the BSO as Germany’s
first professional female contrabassist. Michael Sanderling was playing
the cello at the age of four and became a much sought-after and celebrated solo cellist. Although he eventually relinquished that career in
favour of conducting, he still cultivates his passion for the cello and has
held a cello professorship at Frankfurt University of Music and Performing Arts since 1998.
A look at the new season’s programme clearly shows where Sanderling intends to take the orchestra.
Anton Bruckner’s monumental Symphony No. 7 will be performed at the
opening concerts on 21 and 22 October 2021. The Luzerner Sinfonieorchester plans to have performed all
nine of Bruckner’s symphonies by the
200th anniversary of Bruckner’s
birth in 2024. Four symphonies by
Johannes Brahms are also on the
programme. Artistic and executive
director Numa Bischof Ullmann explains that the orchestra is broadening its horizon from the classical and
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early romantic to the late romantic
repertoire. Its programme will increasingly also include “Swiss traces”, with works by composers who
have an affiliation with Switzerland.
Another “sensation”, the “Shostakovich No. 10” project, is scheduled
for 2022. The well-known South African visual artist William Kentridge
made a film about this symphony for
the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester. Its
premiere screening is scheduled for
15 June 2022.
A NEW HOME IN AN
I N S PI R I N G PL AC E

And then there is the third new facet:
the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester has
finally found a home and suitable rehearsal rooms – or rather, it built
them itself. In Kriens, a nearby city in
the municipality of Lucerne, the “Orchesterhaus” has been built at the
“Südpol” cultural centre, which is
also home to the Lucerne Theatre
and the newly built Academy of Music. The name “Luzerner Sinfonieorchester” is now proudly emblazoned on the metallic-looking
cuboid, which – in addition to various rehearsal rooms, storerooms, offices, lockers and a communal kitchen – also houses a spacious rehearsal
hall. With a ceiling height of nearly
ten metres and a volume of 4,000 cubic metres, the full orchestra can rehearse together and even accommodate an audience here.
The new building also provides
space for music education, which is a
speciality of the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester. The orchestra’s educational
programme, which is equally appropriate for children and adults, offers
staged and moderated concerts as
well as workshops in which people
with and without previous experience
can make music together. At these
workshops, the orchestra’s musicians
offer direct insights into the world of
musical instruments and sounds. In
addition, the orchestra’s music vehi-

cle brings music to entirely different
places. A mobile stage is pulled by a
tractor and makes guest appearances
at schools and marketplaces throughout Central Switzerland.
Music education and the fostering of young musicians are also important to principal conductor
Michael Sanderling. He has made
commented
performances
of
Brahms’ symphonies his particular
concern. He introduces each movement before it is played, offers personal comments and moderation,
tells stories about each piece and returns to some passages for a closer
listen. The music truly comes alive
so that even laypeople can develop
an ear for the details.
This focus is also explained by
the orchestra’s history. When it was
founded more than 200 years ago, it
consisted of music lovers who enthusiastically played compositions by
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven.
Their renditions may have sounded
less than perfect, but enthusiasm for
classical music remains strong in
Lucerne.

LUCERNE’S UNIQUE
BALL NIGHT
The Luzerner Sinfonieorchester and
the House of Gübelin invite you to
attend an unforgettable evening. The
Lucerne Symphony Ball is a glamorous event celebrating joy, colour and
diversity. The lavishly opulent music
of the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester will
enchant you and invite you to dance.
Culinary delights, convivial company
and

a

multifaceted

programme

promise to make the evening a superlative experience.
Lucerne Symphony Ball
6 November 2021
KKL Lucerne
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They supply the art world with
their pigments: Georg Kremer with
his son and successor David.

Tex t: G e rd S c h i l d , p h o to s : M a r k u s B u r ke

THE ALCHEMISTS
OF COLOU RS

A chemist from the Allgäu region deciphers the pigments that the ancient Egyptians and the
Renaissance masters used for their paints. The family-owned company Kremer produces
pigments according to historical formulas, thus helping restorers around the world to preserve
humankind’s cultural heritage. Internationally renowned artists and craftspeople likewise
rely on products from the Kremer family, whose labours are an art in itself. A portrait of a family
business that sometimes grinds a smartphone into pigments for its customers.
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Idyll in the Allgäu: Managing Director David Kremer in
the Farbmühle (above) with a view of the Aitrach River.
Pigments are handmade here – like this new ochre
from a source near Nuremberg.
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Pigments are the theme of Georg Kremer’s life,
yet even he sometimes finds it difficult to describe
them precisely. “Colours are places. You can only
try to approach this place through adjectives like
bright or dull,” he says.

David Kremer recalls that when the
Kremer family went on holiday, they
always took along a shovel in the
boot of the car. If his father discovered something interesting in the
landscape – e.g. a colour, a heap of
soil or an open quarry – they would
interrupt their trip so Georg Kremer
could take soil samples. If he found
material for a pigment, it was clear:
we’ll drive here again.
Finding and inventing pigments
has determined the life of the Kremer
family for more than four decades.
Georg Kremer built up a pigment
company toward the end of the
1970s and specialized in the production and sale of rare and historic pigments. The Kremers supply the restorers at the Louvre in Paris and at
the Prado in Madrid as well as internationally renowned artists. When
the conference rooms of the United
Nations in Geneva were renovated,
the Kremers provided the pigments.
But their customers also include
small manufactories that want to
colour floor tiles with a special shade
of blue, for example, or master
housepainters who prefer to paint
walls with naturally coloured paints.
Georg Kremer’s son David has
taken the reins of the company,
which is headquartered in Aichstetten
in Allgäu. Georg Kremer’s wife
Brigitte works in the company, along
with forty employees. The Kremers
have a store opposite the Neue
Pinakothek in Munich’s Schwabing
neighbourhood and a shop in New
York. To celebrate the thirtieth anni-

versary of their business in the USA,
the Kremers recently launched an
ink box with eight colours, all of
whose raw materials come directly
from New York.
The Kremers’ assortment includes some 1,500 pigments. The
company manually produces about
250 of them, partly according to
centuries-old formulas, and also
fabricates varnishes and oils. The
Kremers themselves collect certain
raw materials: for example, roots,
plants, soil or stones. Some of the
formulas are very elaborate, while
others simply call for the stones to
be ground, sifted and cleansed to
produce fine, pure pigment. The
Kremers buy raw materials that
they cannot collect themselves on
international exchanges or directly
from local suppliers, for example,
mine owners.
T H E VA R I E T Y O F C O L O U R S
I S LO S T OVE R TI M E

The Kremers’ manufactory is a special company in the changing world
of pigments. Many smaller suppliers of natural pigments had to close
down in the past decades, and some
colours disappeared from the scene
along with them. Working in a
niche is no longer profitable for
many companies and large corporations are elbowing them off the
market. With synthetically produced paints, industrial manufacturers offer lastingly unchanging
quality at favourable prices and can
sell highly opaque paints. This suf-

fices for most customers, but others
exist for whom this eternal uniformity is horrific, monotonous and
soulless. Conventional paints are
very opaque and excellent for industrial applications, but difficult
for most artistic work.
Georg Kremer is a self-taught
colourist. He earned a doctorate in
chemistry, which surely made it easier for him to find an approach to
his subject. After all, chemists have
a special understanding of the world
and they can fathom what each
thing is made of – every stone, every
plant, every mote of dust and every
breath of air we breathe. Chemists
also know what happens to a stone
when it is crushed, heated, ground
or bathed in various fluids.
In 1975, Kremer was conducting chemical research at the University of Tübingen when an English
restorer friend contacted him. The
fellow wanted to restore a ceiling
painting in a church and was looking for a special pigment: smalt, a
blue that had already been used in
ancient Egypt. But this time-honoured pigment was no longer being
manufactured. “As a chemist, I was
accustomed to questions,” Kremer
recalls. So he set out to solve the
problem. He found a formula in an
old paint book and accordingly fabricated a mixture containing cobalt
in his cellar. From this blend, he
fired blue glass at 1,100 degrees
Celsius. He ground the glass into
powder. And voilà: smalt.
This success gave Kremer the
idea of founding a company. For a
few years, he ran his pigment business alongside his work as a chemist
in Tübingen. Then, in 1982, Kremer
put all his eggs in the pigment basket and began building up a company that would go on to earn worldwide renown. Georg Kremer has
revived about 100 lost pigments
over the past four decades.
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The Kremers have numerous ochre
pigments in their assortment. But what
matters most is to discover one’s own
sources. Finding raw materials for
pigments that artists here have worked
with for centuries is incomparable.
“That’s local colour in the best sense.”

Pigments have become the theme of
Georg Kremer’s life, yet even he
sometimes finds it difficult to describe them precisely. “Each colour
is a place. You can only try to approach that place through adjectives
like bright or dull,” says Georg
Kremer. The Kremers also used this
approach with a special assignment.
After a fire devastated the Anna
Amalia Library in Weimar, not only
the books were to be restored, but
also the shelves, the Kremers were
commissioned to develop a pigment
that would come as close as possible
to the original. They succeeded.

P h o to s : M a r k u s B u r ke

Georg Kremer crushes crumbs of
earth into fine ochre pigments in
a mortar. An initial sample of
paint is mixed on the worktable
for testing.
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Some requests are rather peculiar. An
internationally renowned artist sent
the Kremers his iPhone and asked
them to transform it into a grey pigment that he could use to paint a picture. The Kremers disassembled his
costly smartphone into its constituent parts and ground them into grey
pigments. On another occasion, they
used their old millstone to transform
heaps of obsolete Swiss franc banknotes into pigments. The Kremers
have also made a black pigment from
particulates. But even with their
unique expertise, they sometimes
reach their limits. They spent a long
time try to create an oil paint from
cola because an artist wanted to
paint with it, but their experiments
were ultimately unsuccessful.
Rediscovering ancient pigments
and catering to special requests are
only part of the job. The Kremers’
bestselling colour is still titanium
white. And often the quest for pigments means broadening the assortment. Ochre is a good example. The
Kremers already have several ochre
pigments in their range: they source
ochre from Morocco, Andalusia,
Burgundy and elsewhere in France.
But the primary goal is to discover
their own sources. Exploring a region
in Germany and finding raw materials for pigments that artists here have
worked with for centuries is incomparable, Georg Kremer says. “That’s
local colour in the best sense,” he
adds. It took him more than ten years
to find a new ochre clay, which he finally discovered in a quarry near
Nuremberg. The clay had to dry for
two years in the Kremers’ storehouse
before they could grind it into pigments for paint.
Some paint manufacturers are
proud when they recognize their
paints in artworks by famous painters. Georg Kremer takes a more sober
approach. “I’m proud that I’m handing over a stable company to David,”

he says. In the summer of 2002,
Georg Kremer asked his son David if
he would like to join the company
one day. David, just 15 years old at
the time, replied: Ask me again in ten
years. And indeed, he joined the company in his mid-twenties.
P I G M E N T S BY ACC I D E N T
O R BY CO I N C I D E N C E

We visited the headquarters of the
Kremers’ company in the village of
Aichstetten in Allgäu. In 1984, the
family moved into a dilapidated
17th-century sawmill here and restored it. They spruced up the overgrown Aitrach River, got the turbine running again, painted the
stone gateposts blue, one building
gold ochre, another Venetian red
and the mill white. From then on,
they called the place “Farbmühle”
(Colour Mill).
The Farbmühle is not only a
production room and warehouse for
paints and accessories. It’s also a
museum of humankind’s ingenuity.
It would be difficult to imagine how
many experiments, coincidences and
accidents must have happened
before glands from snails would be
transformed into paint; air bladders
from sturgeons into glue; and madder roots, water, vinegar, metal salts
and fire into varnish for violins.
Hundreds of jars of pigments
stand on metal shelves in a showroom. Some visitors feel overwhelmed by the sheer variety of colours and must leave the room, David
Kremer tells us during our tour. A
large jar contains dozens of purple
shells from a variety of saltwater
snail that lives in the Mediterranean
Sea. A pigment derived from the
secretions of these snails is regarded
as the colour of kings. One gram of
this purple pigment costs around
2,500 euros. The showroom also
contains a few prohibited colours.
Science brings new discoveries, laws
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change and limiting values are redefined: this also happens in the world
of pigments. For example, it is no
longer legal to paint an old post-office van in the original post-office
yellow because the colour is now
banned due to its chrome content.
The first floor of the mill houses
a different treasure: the library,
which contains some of the 5,000
books that Georg Kremer has collected over more than four decades.
The trove includes books about pigments, glues, resins, oils, fibres, paper and everything this trade comes
into contact with. Who knows
whether the Kremers might someday
find an important reference to a formula in the 1904 annual volume of
the “Zeitschrift für Farben & Textil
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Industrie”? “The quality of today’s
pigments is usually much better than
it was in the days of the great
masters,” says David Kremer as he
continues our tour. The processes
have become more sophisticated and
the machinery works more precisely
than the old masters could. But how
does this affect the quality of the pigments and the quality of the artworks? Perhaps the impurities gave
the special tone to a pigment. Not
everything in the world of colours
can be rationally explained. That’s
why despite the old formulas, the
Kremers’ alchemy is always only an
approximation of the original.
And what about art? Mustn’t an
alchemist of colours also be an artist
so he can test his own products? The
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An artist’s dream: a cupboard full of pigments.

art of painting never really captivated David Kremer, who compares the
situation to the difference between
being a vegetable farmer and a chef.
He loves his materials and his knowledge of the techniques for working
with them. If he can provide his customers with top quality, then he feels
satisfied. His father Georg felt the
same way about art, although Georg
Kremer’s brother was an artist. He
tried painting once during the
Christmas holidays but quickly gave
it up. “I’m not a universal genius,”
he says. Perhaps the approach to
colours will change in the third generation of the Farbmühle because
one of David’s sons has already
begun mixing his own shades of
colour, which he supplies to his
brothers and friends.
Georg Kremer has entrusted the
management of the company to his
son. This doesn’t mean full retirement, although he sometimes arrives
at work at a later hour than in the
past. “I’m glad he’s here,” David
Kremer says. They are currently
forging ahead with a new project.
They want to create explanatory
texts, photos and videos to accompany the pigments in their assortment.
These explanations ought to lower
the inhibition threshold so that
laypeople will dare to work with
pigments instead of opting from
premixed paints. And Georg Kremer
also has a new pigment odyssey in
mind: ochre from Cuba. Until the
1960s, whole shiploads of earth from
Cuba were transported to Europe,
where they were refined into Havana
ochre. The Kremers buy a very similar clay from a company in the south
of France that mixes this shade, but
the product is only a substitute for
the genuine Cuban article. So the
Kremers’ next project might be to
find the original. “That’s what I’d
like to do,” says Georg Kremer: local
colour from the Caribbean.

www.dior.com

INSPIRATION M A S T E R S

ROSE DES VENTS
AND ROSE CÉLESTE COLLECTIONS
Yellow gold, pink gold, diamonds, mother-of-pearl and onyx.

I N S I G H T S INSIDE GÜBELIN

G ET T I NG
TO T H E
P OI N T
What do a good wine and a
precious stone have in common?
It is difficult to assess the
quality of both. Gübelin now
offers orientation with its
Gemstone Rating.

The ancient Romans knew: in vino
veritas (in wine is truth). Gübelin has
taken this literally and created a
uniform rating for coloured gemstones
analogous to the 100-point system
devised by the American wine
advocate Robert Parker. The new
rating provides the assessment of the
gemstone at a glance for jewellery
buyers, collectors and investors as
well as dealers, jewellers and auction
houses. “With the Gemstone Rating
and the Gübelin Points, we want to
offer possibilities for comparison and
worthwhile orientation,” explains
President Raphael Gübelin.
WINE AND GEMSTONES
H AV E M U C H I N C O M M O N

The parallels between wine and gemstones are striking: colour and transparency, for example, are defining
characteristics in the evaluation of
both. The growing region and place of
origin likewise play a role. Outstanding wines are just as rare as extraordinary gems. Wine rarities that uphold
the highest standards have become
sought-after investment objects, just
as can be seen with rare gemstones
of high quality. Exceptional wines
96
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Experienced gemmologists assess the factors that determine the value of the gemstone.

as well as exceptional gems regularly change hands for record-breaking
prices at auctions. Yet there are even
more connections between these two
cultural treasures. Two centuries ago,
a goldsmith – Ferdinand Oechsle from
Pforzheim – developed a scale for precisely weighing the sugar content of
grape must. The unit of measurement
– the Oechsle – is still in use today.
Last but not least, it is no coincidence
that the famous gemstone mecca of
Idar-Oberstein and its surroundings
are well known for winegrowing. Thus
we return to the ancient Romans, who
established both crafts in this region
approximately 2,000 years ago.
A N U M B E R R E PL AC E S
COMPLEX PROSE

But let us return to the topic at hand.
What distinguishes a good wine and
what distinguishes a precious gemstone? Each category confronts laymen with a plethora of information
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“With the Gemstone Rating and the Gübelin
Points, we would like to offer more possibilities
for comparison and practical orientation.”
Raphael Gübelin, President

that they can hardly evaluate. A large
number of more or less flowery descriptions in a complex and specialized
language seek to ennoble the individual characteristics of a good droplet or
a sparkling mineral and characterize
it as something special. What oenologists describe in their tasting notes for
red wine as “rich”, “deep”, “long” or
“astringent” is reflected in gemmologists’ trade names such as “Pigeon’s
Blood Red”, “Royal Blue” or “High
Brilliance”. For diamonds the 4 Cs –
carat, colour, clarity and cut – are recognized as an established yardstick for
assessing quality. But until now there
has been no uniform grading scheme
for coloured gemstones.

By supplying gemstones of outstanding quality over long periods of time,
certain provenances have earned a
high esteem, as have certain wining regions. Origins enjoying such a
reputation might demand a premium over other, newer sources that
lack pedigree. Too often, such wines
have just as little chance of asserting themselves on the market as new
gemstone finds. “It would mean that
good red wine would come only from
Bordeaux in France and fine Paraiba tourmalines would be limited to
Brazilian provenance. Napa Valley
in California would have just as little
chance as tourmalines from Mozambique,” says Daniel Nyfeler, Manag-

The result of the complex evaluation process is an easily understandable score.

ing Director of the Gübelin Gem Lab
(see also interview on p. 100). “But
isn’t beauty in the eye of the beholder? Above all else, shouldn’t the wine
please its drinker’s palate? This is why
the rating puts strong emphasis on the
visual quality of the gemstone, regardless of its geographic origin. This enables reliable comparison.”
A N E VA L U AT I O N O F
R A R I T Y A N D VA L U E

How does Gübelin’s new point system
work? Experienced gemmologists assess three factors: quality, rarity and
salience. The most important factor is quality, in which visual aspects
such as colour, clarity, transparency
and cut are evaluated. Rarity takes
into account the type of gemstone, its
weight and possible treatments it may
have undergone. Saliency describes the
special feature of a coloured gemstone
that makes it stand out from others of
its kind. To minimize the complexity,

gemstone experts derive from these
parameters a point value, which summarizes the beauty, attractiveness and
rarity in a single number: the Gübelin
Points. This innovative rating system
is accessible to the entire jewellery
and gemstone industry. The rating not
only simplifies communication within
the industry and with private individuals, but also provides orientation for
e-commerce offers. Raphael Gübelin
explains: “Everyone who buys or sells
coloured gemstones benefits from the
Gemstone Rating and the Gübelin
Points. Retail customers can make
better informed buying decisions and
jewellers can supplement the individual consultation with the Gemstone
Rating.” The competent numerical
evaluation increases confidence and security. Despite the complex factors, the
final result is readily comprehensible.
This combination is unprecedented.
According to the number of
Gübelin Points they have earned, gem-

stones are rated as “exceptional” (97.5100 points), “outstanding” (95.0-97.4
points), “excellent” (92.5-94.9 points),
“superior” (90.0-92.4 points), “fine”
(85.0-89.9 points), “good” (80.0-84.9
points) or “fair” (75.0-79.9 points).
Gems that earn fewer than 75 points
do not receive a rating. The Gemstone
Rating is currently limited to precious
natural coloured gemstones such as
rubies, sapphires and emeralds as well
as padparadscha sapphires, paraiba
tourmalines, spinels and other types
of gemstones that are faceted or polished. Ideally, the rating that assesses
the quality of the gemstone would
be completed by a thorough Gemmological Report describing the scientific
aspects.
At long last, now there is a number that makes it possible to objectively assess the incomparability of a
gem’s beauty.
www.gubelingemlab.com
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“PR ECIOUSN ESS
CAN BE
EX PR ESSED
I N A N U M B E R”
Dr Daniel Nyfeler, Managing Director of the Gübelin
Gem Lab, explains the background and
advantages of the Gemstone Rating system.

How did the evaluation by points
come about?
Dr Daniel Nyfeler: Wines and gemstones are complex products that
are difficult to describe. I am a layman when it comes to wine, so I am
very grateful to have Robert Parker’s
100-point rating system, which makes
it easier for me to choose. As with
wines, so too with coloured gemstones: dozens of types exist, and
there are many colour varieties within the individual groups. In addition,
there are cuts, treatments, transparency, optical effects (as is seen, for example, with a star sapphire) and much
more. Recognising whether a paraiba
tourmaline is rarer than a ruby or an
emerald, and determining to which
sizes of stones this rarity applies, is a
challenge even for experts. That’s why
our aim was to extract the most relevant parameters and evaluate them as
objectively as possible. We then summarized these in a number, which is
comprehensive in terms of content
and also facilitates comparability and
orientation very simply as a figure.
100

To what extent can the Gübelin
Gemstone Rating be objective?
The rating also has subjective aspects,
but they are based on empirically
robust factors. We have nearly a century’s worth of experience in the
evaluation of coloured gems and we
have analysed the most beautiful,
most valuable and most significant
gemstones. We have accordingly been
able to amass an enormous database
that includes the relevant parameters
of the best gemstones on the world
market. The evaluation of this data
enabled us to define the rating system
and to create precise guidelines on how
to evaluate the various parameters of
quality and rarity. So the rating is not
determined by the personal taste of the
appraising gemmologist, but by the
extent to which the gem embodies an
empirically defined and parameterized
ideal type.
What do the first results and the first
ratings show?
We have already used the new scoring
system to rate more than 1,000 stones

Dr Daniel Nyfeler, Managing Director of the Gübelin Gem Lab, developed the Gemstone Rating.

and we see a very good consistency
among the results. We also learn from
the on-going process and discuss the
insights with our gemmologists. For
example, we revised the guidelines
and the weighting of the factors
“symmetry” and “brilliance” in the
evaluation of the cut in order to be
able to make even finer distinctions.
How were the responses to the system?
The concept has been very positively
received so far. Many jewellers and
jewellery lovers have yearned for a
simple solution like this one for a long
time. They praise the simplicity of reducing everything to a single number.

They also welcome the fact that we
have kept the retail customer in mind.
Our rating transfers a certain amount
of interpretative sovereignty to the
retail consumers in order to make it
easier for them to orient themselves:
What is good? What is beautiful?
What is rare? But a rating number
that expresses the uniqueness of the
gem cannot replace the whole communication between the customer
and the jeweller. The attractiveness of
a human being cannot possibly be reduced to a number. The same applies
to wines and gemstones. The number
stands only for the facts. The gemstone has to please its buyer. Now,

however, there is independent advice
to help purchasers decide, for example, when they have to choose among
several options.
Is such a rating also interesting from
an investment viewpoint?
The scheme is still too recent for investors to already be guided by our
scores, but we do already have some
clients who are looking for a certain
stone with, for example, at least 90
Gübelin Points. The rating scheme
can also be important for financiers,
such as banks and insurance companies, for whom the document promises additional security.

Are there plans to expand the rating?
Yes, we surely will expand it: for example, to include other types of
gemstones. But we limit ourselves to
varieties for which we have good and
ample data. For example, we simply
have too few amethysts for testing in
our laboratories to be able to make
valid statements. And for opals, there
are completely different criteria that
require a new scheme. I can also imagine developing further variants of
the rating, for example, with greater
weighting for sustainability, ethics or
provenance. So the process continues
to be exciting.
www.gubelingemlab.com
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EV ENTS
Unforgettable experiences from and with Gübelin

SWISS ALPS CLASSICS
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“ I TA L I A N S U M M E R ” W I T H B V L G A R I

Swiss Alps Classics is a classical music festival that has taken

able to dive deep into the history of Gübelin as “pioneers of

Creations by Bvlgari uniquely embody the inimitable Italian

the evening were named after Bvlgari wristwatches: the drinks

place in Andermatt for the past five years and has earned a

luxury”: from its beginnings in a small watchmaker’s workshop

feeling for life. Like the iconic Serpenti, they are inspired by

were christened with names such as Serpenti, Octo and Grand

permanent place on the calendars of classical music fans in

in Lucerne’s Pfistergasse in 1854, through the founding of the

motifs from Roman mythology or – like the Octo – by the clas-

Sonnerie. The Italian feeling for life established itself very quick-

the Alpine region. At one of this year’s venues – “The Chedi”

Gübelin Gem Lab in the 1920s and the pioneering research

sical architecture of the “Eternal City”. For this year’s exciting

ly thanks to the good weather, the magnificent view of the lake

hotel in Andermatt – Gübelin made a guest appearance as

conducted by Eduard Josef Gübelin, to contemporary mile-

presentation of new items from both collections, Bvlgari and the

and the three courses of Italian specialities that were served.

one of the festival’s partners and presented the company’s

stones such as the Gübelin Gemstone Rating and the Emerald

House of Gübelin invited guests to an evening at Strozzi’s res-

After brief introductions by Raphael Gübelin and Roberto

long history in a comprehensive exhibition featuring old arti-

Paternity Test (see also p. 96). Selected creations from Gübelin

taurant in Herrliberg, directly beside Lake Zurich, on 19 August

Marino, Managing Director of Bvlgari Switzerland, the guests

facts, photos and documents. The music festival’s visitors were

Jewellery were also on display.

2021. In keeping with the occasion, the cocktails served during

were invited to take a closer look at Bvlgari’s new models.
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S AV E T H E
DAT E

S O C I A L M E D I A INSIDE GÜBELIN

F O L L OW U S

G Ü B E LI N AC A D E M Y

COLOU R ED GEM
P RO F E S S I ON A L
COURSES

MUSIC

06 November 2021
Lucerne Symphony Ball
KKL, Lucerne

A R T FA I R

27–30 January 2022
artgenève
Palexpo, Geneva

Date		 Level

Language

Location

November 2021
10-11 Nov. 	 	
11-12 Nov. 	 	
15-19 Nov. 	 	
22-26 Nov.  	
29 Nov.-02 Dec.

1
1
2
3
 	1

English
Mandarin
English
English
English

Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Live (Online)

December 2021
02-03 Dec.
06-10 Dec.
13-17 Dec. 		

1
2
3

Mandarin
Mandarin
Mandarin

Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong

January 2022
6-7 Jan. 		
10-14 Jan.
18-21 Jan.
19-20 Jan. 		
26-27 Jan.		
31 Jan.-04. Feb.

1
2
1
1
1
2

English
Mandarin
English
German
English
English

Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Live (Online)
Lucerne
Lucerne
Lucerne

February 2022
17-18 Feb.			
21-25 Feb.		
3
21-25 Feb.		
2
28 Feb.-04. March 3

Mandarin
English
Mandarin
Mandarin

Hong Kong
Lucerne
Hong Kong
Hong Kong

March 2022
02-03 March
09-10 March
10-11 March		
14-18 March
14-18 March
21-25 March
29 March-01 April

German
English
English
English
English
English
English

Lucerne
Lucerne
Hong Kong
Lucerne
Hong Kong
Lucerne
Live (Online)

1
1
1
2
2
3
1

April 2022
06-07 April		
1
25-26 April			

Cantonese
Hong Kong
Practice days Lucerne

May 2022
04-05 May		
1
11-12 May		
1
16-20 May		
2
19-20 May 		
1
23-27 May
2
30 May-03 June 3

English
French
English
Mandarin
Mandarin
English

Lucerne
Geneva
Lucerne
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Lucerne

June 2022
20-24 June		
27 June-01 July

English
English

Lucerne
Lucerne

2
3

Status: October 2021.
Current dates can also be found at:
www.gubelinacademy.com
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Inspiring events in the coming months

@GUBELINOFFICIAL

@ G U B E LING E M MO LOGY
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ZURICH

W E LCOM E
TO
GÜBELIN

Since its opening in 1932, the boutique,
alongside exclusive designers, hotels and
galleries, has hallmarked Bahnhofstrasse in
the heart of the city. In addition to Gübelin
Jewellery, the Zurich boutique presents Patek
Philippe, Bvlgari, Cartier, Chanel, GirardPerregaux, Glashütte Original, JaegerLeCoultre, Montblanc, Parmigiani Fleurier,
Roger Dubuis and Zenith.
Martin Handschin
Boutique Director
Bahnhofstrasse 36, 8001 Zurich
Tel. +41 44 387 52 20
gubelin.zuerich@gubelin.com

LUCERNE –
SCHWE IZ E RH O FQ UAI

G E N E VA

On the site of Hotel d’Angleterre, this is
Gübelin’s oldest boutique, opened in 1903
to accommodate the growing watch business that had begun almost 50 years before.
The boutique provides an elegant and
relaxed setting to explore over 30 renowned
watch brands, including Dior and
Girard-Perregaux.

Opened in 1944, this boutique is located on
Rue du Rhône, the city’s prestigious shopping street lined with late 19-century houses.
In addition to Gübelin Jewellery, the Geneva
boutique brings you Baume & Mercier,
Breitling, Bvlgari, Glashütte Original, IWC
Schaffhausen, Girard-Perregaux, Montblanc,
Oris, Parmigiani Fleurier, Roger Dubuis,
TAG Heuer and Zenith.

René Widmer
Deputy Manager Retail Store

Eric Mayer
Boutique Manager

Schweizerhofquai 1, 6004 Lucerne
Tel. +41 41 417 00 10
gubelin.luzern@gubelin.com

60, Rue du Rhône, 1204 Geneva
Tel. +41 22 365 53 80
gubelin.geneve@gubelin.com

LUCERNE –
S C H W A N E N P L AT Z

The Gübelin boutique Lucerne – Schwanenplatz is just a few steps from Lucerne’s iconic landmarks, Chapel Bridge and the Water
Tower. It presents Gübelin Jewellery, along
with watches by selected, prestigious brands
like Patek Philippe.
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BASEL

Gübelin’s Basel boutique, opened in 1972, is
located within one of the city’s oldest buildings. At the Basel boutique you can find
Gübelin Jewellery, as well as Patek Philippe,
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Montblanc, Parmigiani
Fleurier, Piaget, TAG Heuer and Zenith.

Adrian Kunz
Boutique Manager

Martin Handschin
Boutique Director

Schwanenplatz 7, 6004 Lucerne
Tel. +41 41 417 00 11
gubelin.luzern@gubelin.com

Freie Strasse 27, 4001 Basel
Tel. +41 61 307 56 20
gubelin.basel@gubelin.com
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LUGANO

Housed in an early 20th-century palazzo,
this boutique boasts a prestigious location
on Piazza Carlo Battaglini. The diverse
assortment includes Gübelin Jewellery, Patek Philippe, Breitling, Bvlgari,
Jaeger-LeCoultre, Montblanc, Parmigiani
Fleurier, Roger Dubuis, Ulysse Nardin and
Zenith.

N E W AT G Ü B E L I N :
T H E «V I RT UA L S A L O N »

Roberto Rota
Boutique Manager
Via Nassa 27, 6900 Lugano
Tel. +41 91 850 54 80
gubelin.lugano@gubelin.com

S T. M O R I T Z

The boutique, which first opened in the
Surselva House in 1931, is now located
in the renowned Badrutt’s Palace Hotel.
Discover Gübelin Jewellery, Patek Philippe
and Hublot in St. Moritz.
Gübelin continues to expand its digital
services. Customers can now also get
personal advice in the Virtual Salon.
Joerg U. Fehrmann
Boutique Manager
Palace Galerie, Via Serlas 29
7500 St. Moritz
Tel. +41 81 837 58 70
gubelin.st.moritz@gubelin.com

H O N G KO N G

Gübelin’s private salon has welcomed
connoisseurs in its cosy setting since 2013.
Located in the same building, the Gübelin
Academy is sharing gemmological knowledge through courses for professionals,
collectors and enthusiasts.

Reno Chan
Boutique Manager
Gübelin Private Salon
Room 3405-3406, Gloucester Tower
The Landmark, 15 Queen’s Road
Central, Hong Kong
Tel. +852 2264 6898
gubelin.hongkong@gubelin.com
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Shopping from the comfort of one’s
own home? Gübelin’s e-boutique has
offered this option for several years already. Customers can confer with advisers in Gübelin’s boutiques, remotely
by telephone and via online chat. But
receiving professional and discreet advice in real time, directly on and with
the product, without leaving their own
homes? This service is offered only by
Gübelin’s innovative Virtual Salon,
which went online in February 2021 and
with which Gübelin further expands its
selection of digital services.
How does this new way of discovering and buying jewellery and watches
work? Interested parties simply go to
Gübelin’s website (www.gubelin.com/
virtual-salon), where they can book an
appointment for a consultation in the
Virtual Salon. Opening hours are Monday to Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Virtual Salon is also open for visits
and consultations outside these hours

by request. It can be accessed from
anywhere in the world with just a few
clicks. When they book their appointments, interested parties are asked to
briefly state the topic or product on
which they would like advice. This
helps Gübelin choose the counsellors
and products that are most suitable for
the upcoming consultation. Gübelin’s
entire product assortment can be made
available for viewing and consultation.
If desired, other experts and specialists (e.g., designers, gemmologists or
watchmakers) can be invited to join the
meeting. After the appointment has
been booked, interested parties receive
an e-mail to confirm the date and time.
This e-mail also includes a link enabling them to open the Virtual Salon
with a single click in their browser.
Experts from Gübelin are personally present at each previously scheduled video conference, where they gladly show customers, for example, how
to set a watch’s calendar, how a ring
looks on the finger or together with ear
studs from the same collection, whether a pendant looks better with a larger

precious stone, or how a wristwatch
looks with a different strap or bracelet. Customers are always welcome to
ask questions during the consultation.
High-resolution cameras have been
installed for the Virtual Salon, thus
enabling interested parties to get truly
detailed views of the products under
scrutiny. These cameras capture every
detail of the breathtaking beauty of the
watches and pieces of jewellery and instantly bring these images to the computer screen in the customer’s home.
President Raphael Gübelin explains the background of this innovative offer: “The Virtual Salon puts us
into even closer touch with our customers and enables us to advise them
competently and in detail. Service has
always been our top priority. We would
like to share our know-how, experience and inspiration with our customers. We optimize this sharing through
a combination of online and offline
modes to facilitate individualized and
personal consultations.”
www.gubelin.com/virtual-salon
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B E AU T Y A N D K N OW L E D G E
Probably no other luxury company in the world combines
beauty and science so closely as does the House of Gübelin.
Eduard Josef Gübelin is considered the father of modern
gemmology. He explored the inner life of gemstones and
performed pioneering scientific work by proving that conclusions about the origin and authenticity of a gemstone
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could be drawn by scrutinizing the gem’s interior through
a microscope. With “Provenance Proof”, the House of
Gübelin once again take important steps to increase transparency in the trade with coloured gemstones. Read in the
next issue how science and craftsmanship inspire each
other at Gübelin.
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